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WOULD-B- E GOMPENSATEONI DESPERATE IN BACA NAMESOWEN QUALIFIES
s s WORKINGMEN COMMOTESARE AT LARGE
Convicts Who Murdered Peni-
tentiary Warden and Two
Guards Escape
FUTILE CHASE BY A POSSE
Prisoners of Nebraska Institu
tion Are Being Fed In Cells
Under Lock.
(P.y .special Leased wir to New Mexican)
Lincoln, Neb., March 15. The three
DR. H. W. WILEY
HAS
Veterap Chemist Who Has
Battled Long for Pure
Food Is Out
IN DEPARTMENT SINCE 1033
Will Devote Attention In Future
to the Creation of Federal
Health Bureau.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, March 15. Dr.
Harvey W. Wiley, chief or the United
States bureau of chemistry, today
handed hi3 resignation to Secretary of
Agriculture Wilson and announced
mat ne would devote the rest of his
lite to urging the creation of a Ha- - j
tional health department, entirely sep-
arate from any other branch of the
government service. The resignation
became effective at once.
Asked whether he would be a can-
didate for head of the proposed fed-
eral health department, for which he
announced he was going to work, he
declared that he would not be, that he
had held all the government positions
he cared to fill.
Dr. Wiley's resignation came as a
dramatic climax to a ion
he had with Secretary Wilson in the!
j convicts who murdered Warden Dcla- - j lain MfColl.iunh, roll-cal- l and reading
; haiinty. Deputy Warden Wagner. andlf the minutes.
I'uvuiK oince lottay. rne sec-- : The posse s horses had given out in
retary would make no statement of the race through snow which came up
the case otherwise than that Dr. Wiley to their bodies, and were left withhad handed in his resignation. No j neighboring farmers. They then s
were given, he said, nor did Ud through the snow to the railroad.
"is pians it isi . r
ni.vv,ii iji. v, ne..v, ior a long time, naait0been unhappy in his nnnertimi with
KILLERS HT
Floyd Allen and Son of Hills-
ville Desperado Gang
In Jail
ANOTHER VICTIM IS DEAD
When Placed Under Arrest the
Renegade Tries to Commit
Suicide.
I By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 15. A spe-
cial dispatch from Hillsville today says
that Floyd Allen and his son Victor,
were arrested today by Detective T.
L. Felts, who arrived with twenty-me-
and assumed command of the
town's officers of the law. A man
named Strickland, said to have been
implicated in yesterday's shooting, al-
so was arrested and placed in jail. A
Strong force, all well
the jail with orders to shoot to kill
at the first indication of trouble.
Victor Allen and Strickland were
found hiding in a house in HilUvIIle.
Floyd Alien had been under guard in
a hotel. They were all captured with-
out serious resistance although it was
said they at first indicated an impulse
to shoot their way to liberty. Fifty
men are pressing into the mountains,
trying to locate the gang who are said
to have received reinforcements.
Wretch Tries Suicide.
Hillsville, Va., March 15. As Floyd
Allen, wounded yesterday in the shoot-
ing In court and left behind by his
brothers, was being locked up today,
he attempted suicide by cutting his
throat with a pocket knife, but was
disarmed.
The assassinations yesterday wiped
out all the law officers of the county
seat and left matters in confusion.
Outside help did not reach Hillsville
until early today, the mountain roads
leading from the nearest railway sta-
tion, ten miles away, being well nigh
impassable because of spring rains.
State's Attorney General Williams and
Corporation Judge W. R. Staples, of
Roanoke, ordered here by Governor
Mann, are expected to arrive during
the day. They will endeavor to re-
store order.
Another Victim Dead.
Roanoke, Va., March 13. Betty
Ayres, one of the few women who
vere in the court room yesterday at
Hillsville, and who waswounded, is
reported to be dead at her home.
A Reasonable Doubt.
Roanoke, Va., March 15. An un-
confirmed report reached here late to-
day from Pulaski that detectives who
had gone to Sidney Allen's home in
the mountains near Hillsville, had
been fired upon by the inmates. The
officers returned the fire, and it is
said, one of the Allen women in the
house was killed, and Sidney Allen la-
ter captured. Officers here are in-
clined to doubt the story.
POSTAL IN FIGHT
WITH WESTERN UNION
Latter Declares Former Has No
Right to Its Larger Facili-
ties.
(By Special loosed Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, March 15. The
Western Union Telegraph Company
tnrlnv in nn ntidvor tn rti nrneeoH i n er
brought against it before the interstate
commerce commission by the Postal
Telegraph Cable Company, denied that
the Postal Company had any right to'
demand the use of the larger facilities
of the Western Union. The Postal, as
common carrier, urged that it be a.
the department. He has claimed that Officers on Lookout.
he has been hampered and harassed Since then- - a ")Bae has l,,,f'n in
by the other officials. readiness at the sheriff's office, but
President Taft was informed of Dr. nolnile lis been heard regarding the
Wiley's resignation by Secretary VH- - fugitives. Strict orders have been
son. To the newspa)ermen after thejsiven to traincrews to keep a sharp
cabinet meeting, Secretary Wilson j lookout for suspicious characters, liur-sai-
"The relations bet ween Dr. lington trains are carrying armed y
and myself always have been tectlveg. Orders have been sent to
pleasant personally." He would nay the sheriffs in surrounding counties
nothing more. j to keep on the watch and to shoot on
Dr. Wiley entered the government sight, as the men are known to be
service in 1 SS;i as chief chemist and desperate.has served in that, capacity ever since.! At the prisori conditions are quiet.Mantle of Elijah. General Phelps, head of the state na- -
Washingfm. D. C, March 15. Pres-- j tional guard, i8 in command withTaft today sent telegrams ty. militiamen. The "citizen" soldierybroadcast to heads of universities and walked guard all night, both within
colleges throughout the country ask-lan- d without the prison. The men
Chrisman Has the Honor of
Introducing First Bill in
Legislature
SENATE BOLBME ADOPTED
Prohibition and Dow Memorial
Meeting Next Wednesday
Evening.
The Senate took a recess of an hour
j this forenoon after prayer by Chap- -
Aftr recess, II. I!. Holt submitted
the report of the committer of rules.
The rules submitted were adopted on
motion of Crampton and Miera. They
provide for an order of business and
seek to anticipate every contingency
in parliamentary procedure that might
arise-- . The provisions against lobby-
ists are particularly stringent. The
rules assure a square deal to every
member and at the same time will fa-
cilitate business greatly.
Alldredge introduced Joint resolu-
tion No. !, providing for the printing
of 2,500 copies of the governor's mes-
sage in English and 2,500 copies in
S,anish- - U waa passed under sus- -
pension of the rules, as were Senate
ii solutions Nos. 1 and 2, introduced
by (.'lark, directing the librarian to
furnish ech member, with a copy of
the Compiled Laws of 1S!t7, and the
secretary of state with a copy of each
of the session laws since l SOT.
The Senate then adjourned until 10
o'clock tomorrow forenoon.
House.
Prayer by Vicar General Kourchegu
roll-cal- l, reading of Journal and then
announcement by Speaker Baca of the
committees was the order at the fore-
noon sesHion of the House.
A petition from the W. C. T. U. for
the use of the Hall of Representatives
on March 20, for a meeting in memory
of General .Veal Dow was unanimously
granted.
W. If. Chrisman succeeded In Intro-
ducing House Bill N'o. 1, an act appro-
priating $25,000 to replace bridges In
San Juan county dest toyed by floods
last fall.
The standing committees appointed
by Speaker Baca:
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance
James W. Chavez, Chairman.
Charles .Downs.
Conrad h'lton.
('. C. Catron.
W. H. Chrisman.
A. S. (Joodell.
O. T. Toombs.
M. P. Manzanares.
T. A. Giirule.
II. M. Gage. j
J. W. Mullens.
T. Labadie.
Illas Sanchez.
Judiciary
W. II. II. Llewellyn, Chairman.
('. ('. Catron.
W. 11. Chrisman.
Charles p. Downs.
O. T. Toombs.
.1. 1i. Burg.
W. K. Rors.
.1. T. Kvans.
P. K. Carter.
T. f'ooney.
.1. A. Young.
Railroads
T. Labadie, Chairman.
.1. It. Skidniore.
G. W. Tripp.
Duncan McGillivray.
Julian Trujillo.
A. D. Vargas.
L. R. Montoya.
W. W. Nichols.
.1. L. House. '
W. K. Rodgers.
State Affairs t
C. H. Hilton, Chairman.
Z. Padilla. i
J. R. Skidniore.
Cr. W. Tripp.
Florence Love.
J. V. Tully.
J. T. Kvans.
Julian Trujillo.
J. P. Lucero. 1
R. Garcia.
Education
Bias Sar ' hez, Chairman.
J. V. Vuily.
L. R. Montoya.
M. C. do Baca.
W. H. Chrisman.
J. W. Chavez. ' ' ?
M. P. Manzanares. "
M. C. Martinez.
J. W. Mullens.
Rafael Garcia.
C. Hilton.
Public Institutions
W. K. Blanchard, Chairman.
AS HER
Corporation Commission Is
Transacting Considerable
Business
BAR ASSOCIATION IN SESSION
Special Meeting of the Cattle
Sanitary Board Called for
The New Mexico Bar Association
met yesterday afternoon at the Capi-
tol with President J. M. Hervey in the
chair. The matter of a complete re-
vision of the New Mexico statutes was
discussed from various viewpoints,
all agreeing that such a revision is aa
immediate necessity. A committee
was appointed to report to the associ-
ation tomorrow the uniform code on
child labor and also the uniform law
of sales already adopted In various
states and recommended by the Amer-
ican Bar Association; being similar
t the uniform negotiable instruments
and the Uniform Bills of Lading Acts
already in the New Mexico Statutes.
A. B. McMillen of Albuquerque was
asked to prepare a code of civil pro-
cedure. These will be introduced in
the form of bills in the legislative as-
sembly and are to be part of the law
revision.
This forenoon, the session of the Bar
Association was quite busy. Attor-
neys Fitch and Mechem were directed
to prepare a probate code. President
iervey submitted a complete code on
liens and mortgages. The new rules
of the supreme court will be taken up
at the session about a month from
now, after the civil and criminal' codes
have been submitted. A. B. McMillen
and H. M. Dougherty were assigned
work in connection with the prepara-
tion of the various codes. The asso-
ciation adjourned this afternoon.
Bond Transfer.
Revenue Agent R. H. Love of Den-
ver, is in the city transferring the
tond of H. B. Bardshar, collector of
internal revenue. This is done every
four years.
Trade Mark Registered.
A. H. Diebbld, secretary of thfl
Knowlton Danderine Company of
Wheeling, West Virginia, this morning
flioil iha irailo mark nf the coinDany.
"Danderine," with Secretary of State!
Antonio Lucero.
Cattle Sanitary Board.
A special meeting of the cattle san-- .
itary board will be held at Albuquer-
que tomorrow. Governor McDonald,
Senator B. P. Pankey and C. L. Bai-lar-
president of the board, leave to-
night to attend the meeting.
' Notaries Public Appointed.
The following were appointed nota-
ries public by Governor W. C. McDon-
ald this morning: Blanch Westbrook,
Deming, Luna county; W. E. C. Little.
Questa, Taos county; Frank V. Page,
Buchanan, Guadalupe county.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The two following sums of money
were received in the office of State
Treasurer O. N. Marron: Dr. T. W.
Watson, treasurer of Lincoln county,
taxes, $106.; Thomas P. Gable, game
and fish warden, game protection fund,
$10.50.
New Mexico Day.
A letter from Phillip D. Wilson,
general manager of the Pacific Land
and Product Exposition, to be held
under the auspices of the Realty
Board at Los Angele3, March 12-2-
writes to Governor W. C. McDonald
that March 21 has been set aside as
.New Mexico day.
District Court.
A judgment in default was entered
yesterday in the district court igainst
the Santa Fe Irrigation and Improve
ment Company for $49.68 in Iavor oi
B. Tonnies. Five cases are set for
hearing today among which is No.
(6785, George W. Prichard vs. Eliza-
beth Prichard, a divorce proceeding.
Corporation Commission,
The Corporation Commission in for-
mal session yesterday afternoon re-
ceived the credentials and oath of O.
L. Owen as corporation commissioner
to take the place of George H. Van
Stone whose place wag vacated b
writ of ouster. Eugene D. Lujan was
appointed stenographer and Thomas
San ford of. Malaga, Eddy county, cor-
poration record clerk. The business
of the corporation commission is
Increasing, and since Its organization
some $6,000 have been turned into the
state treasury from fees. The com-
mission will not promulgate any set of
rules and regulations until the legls-tur- e
has signified its Intentions as to
legislation appertaining to the com-
mission.
University Regents.
The newly appointed board of re-
gents of the University of New Mexico
held its first meeting in Albuquerque
this afternoon. The members o'f the
board are Dr. J. A. Reidy and F. H.
Lester of Albuquerque; H. L. Bickley
of Raton; Nathan Jaffa, of Koswell
and A. W. Cooley, of Silver City.
Governor W. C. McDonald and Super-
intendent of Public Instruction Alvan
N. White are members of the
board, but neither wag at the meet-
ing. .
GOVERNOR FOSS SIGNS
PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY BILL.
(By Special Leaned Wire to Xew Mexican)
Boston, Mass., March 15. Governor
loss signed the presidential preferen-
tial primary bill today.
Antonio Dalba, Who Fired
at Italian King, Thinks
of Mother
ONLY A TOOL. IS SUSPICION
American Ambassador O'Brien
Among the Quirinal Callers
Yesterday.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rome, March 13. Suspicion that
the attempted assassination of Victor
Emmanuel, king of Italy, yesterday.
either was the consequence of a plot
or was due to the instigation of per--
sons who used a weak minded man for
their own purposes increased today.)
The revolver used by Antonio Dalba
is a costly and formidable weapon, a j
foot in length. Dalba said he hadj
found it. !
Assassin Regretted Act. I
Major Giovanni Lane, commander
of the Royal body guard, who was
wounded in the head, was considered
out of danger. He is suffering from
an affection of the eyesight, due to
the fragment of his helmet which pen-
etrated his skull. In a moment of
Dalba said he regretted his
act on account of his mother. The
police officials told him she would be
assisted by same kind' of persons
whom he tried to assassinate.
Callers at the Quirinal to express
congratulations included most of the
diplomatic corps, among them Thom-
as J. O'Brien, American ambassador
to Italy.
Telegrams from every part of Italy
and from nearly every country in the
world poured into the palace. They
comprised dispatches from many sov-
ereigns, that fromthe emperor of Aus-
tria being the first.
TRIED TO KILL
PRES. FRANK W. RYAN.
Detective of National Erectors' Asso-
ciation Is Found
Guilty.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Indianapolis, March 15. Robert J.
Foster, a detective for the National
Erectors Association, was found guil-
ty today of assault and battery with
Intent to kill Frank M. Ryan, presi-
dent of the Iron Workers' Union, but
jbdg:nent was wi'hheld and he was
bound over to the county grand jury
Vj. a Justice court.
OKLAHOMA
ROOSEVELT
In All-Nigh- t Session Delegate
Falls Dead As Result of
Excitement
TAFT FORCESDUTNUMBERED
Oyster Bay Sends a Telegram of
Appreciation to the Guthrie
Convention.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Guthrie, Okla.. March 15. At the
end of an all night session, the Repub-
lican state convention of Oklahoma
voted to send a solid delegation of ten
men, instructed for Theodore. Roose-
velt to the Chicago convention.
Delegate Dropped Dead.
Taft workers employed every tac-
tic to get in a commanding voice In
the proceedings. Outnumbered al
most two to one, they failed. Just at
the close of the arduous work, one
delegate dropped dead. He was S. S.
Denison of Lexington. Excitement
resulted in apoplexy. The national
committeemanship went to George C.
Priestley of Bartlesvllle, a Roosevelt
man, bit State Chairman James A.
Harris, a Taft leader, although he fail-
ed to win as national committeeman,
retained his seat as statechairman.
Names of Delegates.
A telegram of appreciation for the
convention's indorsement was receiv-
ed here from Colonel Roosevelt. The
convention Indorsed the preferential
primary presidential plan.
Delegates at large to the National
Republican convention are: George
H. Brett, Ponca City; W. E. McKean,
Guthrie; A. L. McDonald, El Reno; E.
Heriff, Anadarko; D. S. Skelton, Ok-
mulgee; Gilbert Wood, Okemah: B. A.
Perry, Coalgate; Tom Wall, Poteau;
Ewers White, McLoud and Tom Dwy-e- r
of Chickasha.
ARMY TRANSPORT
LOGAN WAS FAST IN ICE.
(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
. San Francisco, Calif., March 15.
The army transport Logan arrived to-
day after having been fast in the tee
off Ching Wong Tao for several days.
The' Logan carried 500 troops from
Manila to China to guard the railroad
connecting the sea coast with Tien
Tsin and Peking. ' '
Midshipman James B. Okie,, court
martialed at Honolulu, wag aboard the
Logan and will be taken to Mare Isl-
and for trial.
The Interests of Railroads
in Steamships May Be
Prohibited
CORPORATIONS NG:l; FIGHTING
Committee on Interstate Com-
merce Recommends Abolish-
ment of Commerce Court.
liy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Senate.
In session 2 P. m.
Grain dealers advocated be-
fore Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee legislation making rail-
roads liable on bills of lading.
Vice President SchAx-rin- , of
Pacific ;Iail Steamship Com-
pany, opposed before inter-
state commerce committee
liristow bill to prohibit rail-
roads from having any inter-es- t
in steamship companies.
House.
Met at noon.
Debate on free sugar bill re-
sumed.
Representative Sabbath in-
troduced another workmen's
compensation bill and at-
tacked bill recommended by
employers liability commis-
sion. f
Committee on interstate
commerce decided to report fa-
vorably Sims bill to abolish
commerce court.
To Abolish Court of Commerce.
Washington, D. C, March 15. The
House committee on interstate com-
merce today decided to report favor-
ably the Sims bill which would abolish
the court of commerce. The vote in
committee was 11 to 8.
Railroad Steamships Barred.
Washington, D. C, March 15. The
House Interstate commerce commit-
tee today added an amendment to the
Panama Canal government bill Ahich
would have thi effect of barring from
the canal all railroad-owne- vleam-ship-
engaged in coastwise trad';.
01
STILLREIGNS
Worst Conditions of Winter
Reported by Telegraph
Companies
A B LIZZAR D SWEEPS CHICAGO
Trains on Kansas Colorado Line
Have a Hard Time Getting
Through.
(By Special Leaded Wire to New Mexican) j
Denver, Colo., March 15. Railroad
traffic conditions into Tjenver showed
o tltirht f in.ln,- - i,.K . .v..--
arrival of one Santa Fe train from the;
East and the announcement by Bur--'
lington officials that trains were able'
to get through from Chicago from St.i
Louis. Union Pacific and Rock Island
trains were annulled again today,
Rock Island officials stating that they'
, c.clllue. juc oauia I c nan OJja.llblocked in western Kansas by a snow
storm and heavy wind that prevailed
last night and early today. The road
expects to resume traffic tonight. The
Missouri Pacific also was blocked in
eastern Colorado and western Kansas.
Chicago in Grip of Blizzard.
Chicago, 111., March 15. A snow
storm amounting almost to a blizzard
raged here throughout last night and
still continues, with the prediction
from the weather bureau that it will
last throughout the day, with falling
temperature.
The snow came in with a driving
west wind yesterday at noon and
street car companies since have had
sweepers running on their lines at in-
tervals of about twenty minutes. Early-toda-
it waa Impossible for one to see
more than 100 yards ahead In the
streets. Street, steam and elevated!
railways were compelled to move their.
traffic with especial care during the!
riiah hrtnra et Ilia mnmlnff Vn utrlniia t
accidents were reported during the)
early hours. Telegraph companies be
came distressed. It. was reported by
'
. ... . .. . .......... 't. V. r V. ,.An,l tUnna it h a
heavy snows in western Kansas
Thursday 'afternoon, the troubles of
the railway companies increased a
hundred fold and both the Rock Isl- -
and and Union Pacific have practically
ebandoned hope of operating their
trains before Sun-
day, perhaps later.
REAR ADMIRAL
BOWYER IS DEAD.
(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
Tampa, Florida, March 15. Rear
Admiral John M. Bowyer, retired, for
mer superintendent of the naval acad-
emy at Annapolis, died here today.
Usher Ilileman yesterday, still are at
large and only one intimation regard- -
ing their where abotits has been re--
neivci! fhifii rhv nlnllcrtid inrrt u
snowstorm after shooting down the
men who stood between them and
liberty, nothing has been heard of
them except a reiort. that they had
crawled into a haystack southeast of
here.
Futile Chase by Posse.
A posse led by Sheriff livers and
City Detective Sehmitt hurried to the j
spot and surrounded the stack. Know--
ing tlie men were armed, they crept!
rushed it. only to find no one there, j
a miie sway, and exhausted returned
Lincoln on an engine.
were fed in their cells last night an
this morning. It. was announced that
work in shops probably would be re-
sumed this afternoon with guards
more than doubled.
VNTERVENTIQN
MUST GOME
This Is Sentiment of Many
Americans Now Residents
of Mexico
NO CROPS RAISED LAST YEAR
Men Out of Employment Will
Join Revolutionary Bands
for Food.
I V.v Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chihuahua, Mex., March 15. A-
lthough General Pasqual Orozco Is
maintaining order here the city, in re-
spect to its foreign interests, is but a
ghost of its former thriving self, and
but a handful of foreigners remain.
Orur.tr:v otrrv ,.,.,.. r, A r.hllil h,.u
been sent to safety on American soil.
The exodus of Mexicans has been
greater this year. A few Americans
thought it unnecessary to send out
'even the women and children last year
and foreigners generally were opposed
to talk of intervention.- By word and
deed they used every effort to discour-
age the spread of such sentiment. To-
day they are a unit in declaring that
Intervention must come sooner or
later.
Xo foreigner In Mexico dares to a!- -
ilow himself to be quoted for publica
tion, but their comment is the same.
It does not matter now who becomes
president of Mexico, they declare.
Whether it is Madero, Diaz, Trevinn,
Creel or De
-i liarra, the turmoil will
continue.
Always there will be dissatisfied
leaders to start new revolts, and
hordes of peons to whom the cam-
paign with its accompanying excite-
ment and loot Is comparative luxury,
to follow them, Is the general way of
janaIzing the situation.
11 18 onl' a 'lnves must be sacrificed and how many
millions of dollars lost before foreign
Sentiment Is aroused to the pitch
Intervention will be demanded
by influence too strong to resist," said
one Anierican whose words accurate-- 1
reflected the sentiments of a score
of others with whom an Associated
Press correspondent talked.
Insult and Annoyance.
"Apparently tne situation at pres-
ent has not reached that stage," the
American continued. "Property logs
already has run into the millions, but
foreigners have not yet been slain.
i They have suffered insult and annoy
ance, and compelled to flee the coun
try, but they escaped with their lives.
corded fair division of rates on meswill not move any trains until tomor--i
ing them to recommend a successor
to Dr. Wiley.
Why Wiley Resigned.
Washington, D. c, March 13. Dr.
Harvey Wiley, thi? pure food expertlate today declared he had resigned i
fiom the Department of Agriculture j
because he had been antagonized in;
the enforcement of the pure food law.j
One by one, he had seen the funda- -
mental principles of that act either
paralyzed or discredited, he said.
Dr. Wiley said interests engaged
in the manufacture of adulterated foods
had made appeal after appeal to
the rulings of his bureau, and as
a result one after another of his activ-
ities in behalf of the people had been
restricted.
Matters that'properly should have
come to the chemistry bureau, he said,
nar been taken away from him. The
('ifferences had become irreeoneiiiable,
he had lacked support, and finally had
come to the conclusion that he could!
co more good in the service of the
people as a private citizen.
LEGISLATORS SHOULD
GIVE CITY ADDRESS.
Many inquiries are being re-
ceived at the New Mexican for
the city addresses of members
of the iii-- The Wiv
. jMexican will publish a lire- -
V tOrV Of Bleh ail'rouln if
legislator will leave his address
at the offci.
LEGESLATORS
OF
Members Have Assembled at
Phoenix for a Sixty-Da- y
Session
EIGHT REPUBLICANS IN BODY
No Opposition to M. G. Gunniff,
nf rrnull K- - , p ..
'dent of Senate.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Phoenix, Ariz., March 15.-- Most of!
ih memhrU r,f i,
.,o,Q
legislature have arrived in Phoenix
for the sixty-da- session which will
begin Monday. Two caucuses are
scheduled by the Democrats to take
place tomorrow night and Sunday
night. Candidates for speaker are
Samuel B. Bradner of Benson, and A.
R. Lynch of Safford. Both were mem-
bers of the constitutional convention.
Bradner is a switchman and Lynch an
attorney.
It is. expected that M. G. Cunnlff, of
Crown King, will be chosen president
of the Senate without opposition.
There will be only eight Republicans
ir. the legislature, four members in
each House, while the Democrats have
thirty-on- e representatives and fifteen
Senators.
.
Union for transmittal to towns or
cities where the Postal maintained no
offices.
GOAL STRIKE
E
The Demands of Miners Are
Rejected and Workers'
Reply Is Formal
CQNDIT10NSARE CHANGED
Demands Were Based on Ad
vanced Cost of Living Since
Last Settlement- -
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
.... .. .v. ..I. I r
.New XOIn, jiaiLU l. 1 Juun iui a tiicm luai mc mjini nuumwuo ui
general suspension of work April 1. '.winter prevailed.
All negotiations with the anthracltej Rock Island and U. P. Tied Up.
coal operators are off," said John P.: Topeka, Kans., March 15. With the
W. H. H. Llewellyn.
C. Hilton. ' : i
Miguel Baca.
A. S. Goodell,
A. D. Vargas.
M. C. Martinez. ,
Remigio Lopez.
J. W. Mullens.
Irrigation and Drainage .
Miguel Baca, Chairman.
W. H. Chrisman. ' '
M. P. Manzanares.
M. Cordova.
F. Quintana.
P. Moreno.
H. M. Gage.
Wr. E. Rogers.
J. W. Mullens.
State, County and Municipal Indebt
ednest
Charles Downs, Chairman.
(Continued on page four).
White, president of the United Mine
Workers of America, at the adjourn- -
ment of the meeting today heaven
the miners and operators in whic"i
the miners declined the operators',
coutttr proposition.
Reiterating demands for a recogni-
tion cf the union, an increase of twen-
ty per cent In wages, a shorter welt-
ing day and other changes, the Unft-- o
I Mine Workers of America, replied
tcday to the counter propositio i of
fered them by the anthracite con; op
erators. The operators' proposition is
declined and no mention Is made in
tContinued on Page Five.) (Continued on Page Four.)
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is to be out of the ordinary and a gus-
tatory treat is in store for those who
will attend. Tickets are 75 cents
but the dinner will equal any $2.00 din-
ner ever served.
Statewide Prohibition Campaign in
Colorado.
The campaign for state-wid- e prohi-
bition was launched at the annual
banquet of the Colorado Woman's
Christian Temperance union at the
Savoy hotel, Denver, last evening. Out
of respect to the organization, the ho-
tel bar will be closed.
The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior .
Quality and Large Variety of the
" Soltaire " floods. Always the Leader
GASCAHETS CLEANSE
LIVERJND BOWELS
No Biliousness, Headache, Sick, Sour
Stomach, Indigestion, Coated
Tongue or Constipation.
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indiges-
tion, Sallow Skin and Miserable Head-
aches come from a torpid liver and
clogged bowels, which cause your
stomach to become filled with undi-
gested food, which sours and ferments
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
the first step to untold misery indi-
gestion, foul gases, bad breath, yellow
skin, mental fears, everything that is
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
tonight will give you a thorough
cleaning inside and straighten you
out by morning. They work while you
sleep a box from your drug
gist will keep you feeling good for
months. Millions of men and women
take a Cascaret now and then to keep
their stomach, liver and bowles regu-
lated, and never know a miserable
moment. Don't forget the children
their little insides need a good, gentle
cleaning, too.
MUST BELIEVE IT
When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell it so P'ainly.
When public endorsement Is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Fe the proof is positive. You must
believe it. Read this testimony. Ev-
ery backache sufferer, every man.
woman or child with any kidney trou-
ble will find profit in the reading.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
Griffin St., Santa Pe, N. Mex., says: "I
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills today as when I public-
ly recommended them in January.
1907. For about a year I ias bother-
ed by a dull ache and weakness across
my loins and kidneys. I tired easily,
and apy exertion brought on severe
pains in my back. Hearing Doan's
Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was
induced to try them. The results
proved beyond a doubt that this rem-
edy lives up to representations. The
cure it has brought has led me to
praise it on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
jROCERY CD.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
WE HAVE THE "EDGE" ON THE RAZOR BUSINESS; BECAUSE
OUR RAZORS AND CUTLERY HOLD THEIR EDGE.
WE HANDLE ONLY THE BEST RELIABLE BRANDS OF CUT-
LERY AND HARDWARE.
We "SHAVE OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR
GOODS.
Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.
Phone 14Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have lb
rmPump Engine I
Phone Black
4s LEO HERSCH AND MOST COMPACT ENGINEEVER CONSTRUCTED.
R. J. CRICHTON
The Fa
THE SIMPLEST
For irrigation
up to 1
FRANK
A----
, GENERAL
COAL this engine is a wonder. Pumps100 gallons per hour. See usabout this engine.
F. GORMLEY,
Ceaar, SAWED WOOD
333 HICKOX STREET, Near Union Depot.
PHONE, Why Import Mineral Water ?
r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. .Leave orders at'
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
LIVERY STABLE
Ftae Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
') r Buggies, Surrics, Saddle Horses
Call up 'Phone 9
When in Keed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
A
STORE, SANTA FE, N. M.
rnone disck ooiv.
Wood
RATON
YANKEE
CERRILL08 Lump
Three-Yea- r Homestead Bill.
The house made the Borah three-yea- r
homestead bill the unfinished
business after Wednesday next. It is
believed the House will pass the bill
and that the president will approve it,
regardless of the opposition which has
been manifested against it by the in-
terior department.
Trial of Saloon Murder.'
A jury was secured at Trinidad, Col-
orado, to try Frank Manzanoli, propri-
etor of a saloon near Aguilar, for the
murder of Gioviani iazzari, February
22, 1910. The case was postponed four
terms of court. Manzanoli, it is al-
leged, assaulted Lazzari with a tobac-
co cutter during a fight, and the lat-
ter died the following day.
Wellknown Mining Man Dead.
General Charles P. Baldwin, widely
known Colorado mining man who was
actively engaged in his business at
Georgetown until eight years ago,
died at his residence, 1358 Ogden
street, Denver. He had been ill since
he was forced to quit active work
about 1904.
Why Not Include New Mexico?
Senator Guggenheim introduced
amendments to the sundry civil in the
Senate appropriation bill to provide
$17,500 to enable the Geographical
survey to make a topographical sur- -
Vy and map of the afea adjaMnt to
Denver. areregatlnB 918 square mites,
ana $i,U0u to enable the survey to
make a thorough examination and re-
port of the various mineral springs in
Colorado.
Centenarian Perished in Blizzard.
Antonio Jose Reyno, aged 118 years,
a Navajo Indian, was found wandering
in the blizzard in Union count and
died from the effects of the exposure
two hours after he was taken home.
He was born at Taos in 1794 and had
worked several years as cook at Wat- -
rous, Mora county, and then for Jose
M. Gallegos and Jose T. Martinez of
Union county. He had lived at fealle-gos- ,
Union county, the past 13 years.
Saloonkeeper Buys Stolen Gems.
The saloon oj M. Lipschitz at 1862
Larimer street, Denver, was closed by
the fire and police until a final hear-
ing on a charge that Lipschitz purch-
ased seven of the gems stolen from
the residence of John H. Thatcher,
the Pueblo banker, by Robert Burke.
Lipschitz practically admitted that he
suspected the jewels were stolen
when he purchased them. There
were seven diamonos and one large
ruby in the lot he bought. They are
worth easily $500. Lipschitz identified
Burke as the man from whom he
purchased them and said he paid $90
for the stones.
Sheep Losies in Storm.
Cruz Gallegt? tiic !os3 of
eighteen head of sheep, and .Manuel
Garcia o ihlr y hef d of sheep during
the recent snow storm in Union
county.
William Frank lost 400, from three
herds; Valentin Martinez out of 1,300
lost 250; Pedro Miera out of 1,000 lost
150; Lucas E. Gallegos, out of 4,000
lost 1,500; Boney Garcia, out of 1,400
lost 400; Jose M. Gonzales saved 800
out of 3,000. Delfur Espinosa lost
1,500 out of three herds; Chris Otto
lost about 1,200; Jose Dominguez, of
a herd of 1,100, saved only 60 head;
Frank Maestas lost 1,500; Juan Vigil
and Sons lost 1,200; R. L. Palmer lost
2,000. All of these sheep were buried
under from eight to 12 feet of snow.
All sheep men suffered and these are
only a few who have been heard from.
! JS feared that the loss will reach
25 Pr cent and it would not be a
surprise if it would go over that,
Greeley Wants No Saloon.
One lot in Greeley, Colo., upon which
a saloon might be established without
the property reverting to the city,.was
discovered today. The prohibitive liq-
uor clause, supposedly attached to ev-
ery Greeley deed, is missing in this
one. It is probable that the omission
was an oversight, but the discovery
has given rise to a lively discussion
and it is hinted that liquor interests
will attempt to secure the property
and test the authority of the city
There are city ordinances against liq-u-
selling which it is believed form
a safeguard against the establishment
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re-
quires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there-
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars ' for any
case that it fails to cure- - Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
RATES RIGHT,
CHAS. CLOSSONlea Caspar Avennt
FRANK MJ0NESapit
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.
REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or-
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call, Or, Phone No. Red 76
of saloons, and sentiment is also
against it. The only saloon ever es
tablished here was burned by the col
onists in 1871. Their descendants say
if history repeats itself they will fol
low the example set by their fathers.
Judge Mechem on Sunday Closing
Law.
We are pleased to note that portion
of Judge Mechem's charge to the jury
in reference to the violation of the
Sunday closing and gambling laws
by certain saloon keepers in Belen.
For. several years past there has been
an open and deliberate violation of
the laws in respect to these two plain
statutes by most all the saloon keep
ers in this city and throughout the
county. As a result drunkenness
coupled with the commission of crime
has been Tampant to that extent that
Belen is being injured in its hitherto
good name as a peaceful community
on Sundays. Belen Tribune.
Two Deaths.
A. A. Oden, formerly of Carrizozo,
died at Lordsburg, Grant county, of
pneumonia. Ezra G.' Simmons, aged
56 years, died at Mogollon, Socorro
county, of pneumonia. A wife and
six step children survive him. He
lived for a number of years at Mim-bre-s
and was a Mason. Simmons
was employed on the Confidence mine.
The rather sensational rumor that
Frank Light, son of Dr. and Mrs. C.
M. Light, a Rhodes scholar from
New Mexico, was suffering from a
serious malady of the eyes, turns out
to be largely exaggerated. Frank has
had some slight trouble with his eyes,
but it is not of a serious nature. Sil
ver City Enterprise.
Will Protect Santa Fe and Las Vegas
Water Supply.
As a result of conferences between
the secretary of agriculture and off-
icers of the interior department and
forestry bureau, it has been agreed tointroduce a general bill to protect
watersheds of all municipalities. The
proposed measure will grant to a
municipality a perpetual right to fence,
police and protect its watersheds; to
arrest and prosecute for trespass, and
even to prohibit mining prospectors
lrom going on the lands. Title will
still remain in the government, but
complete jurisdiction, for the purposes
of administrating and properly protect-
ing the watershed, will be given to
the municipality under the terms of
the measure now proposed.
The Fat from The Flower
Vegetarians tell us that there is no
kind of animal fat which we cannot re-
place with something as good or bet-
ter in the vegetable kingdom. Certainly
in the matter of cooking fats there is
no question of this fact. Lard is made
from the fat of the hog, often unwhole-
some, sometimes impure.
Cottolene, a vegetable-o-il shortening,
comes from the snowy boll of the cot-
ton plant ; it makes food that any stom-
ach can digest. Cottolene is as good as
butter, can be bought for about the price
of lard, and is more economical than
either.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.
Phone Black 50166
Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
A Deserved Admonition
often comes from the fair sex to
to the man the care-
less, slovenly fellow. It is good
advice to dress as well as one's
means will afford, because good
clothes are the best passport to
good society and business prefer-
ment. We make stylish clothes,
correct in cut and fit, of the beat
materials, and we charge very
moderately.
SPRING SAMPLES READY
FOR INSPECTION.
Cleaning and Pressing a Specialty
JULIUS MURALTER,
Cor. Palace and Washington Aves. j
DA POLEETICA BOSS.
Giuseppe Baratta ees great politeesh';
He w'at you call "Dago poleetica
boss."
He peeck da best man for da Pres'-dan- t
posseesh',
An' show how you vote jus' by maka
da cross.
He say: "Xevva minda w'at som body
tal
W'at dees man or dat man ees gon'
do for you.
You no ondrastan' deesa theeng vera
wal,
So jus' wait an see w'at I tal you to
do."
Giuseppe he study an' theenka an
work
So hard for deescovra w'eech side
eegduesi,
Eees nobody else een da ceety Noo
So theen like he gat an' so needa da
rest.
Ees holes een hees shoe where da toes
ees steeck through;
Hees clo'es dey are lok jus' so bad as
dey can.
He say: "Eet ees harda for know w'at
to do
I guess de weell vote for da Demo-
crat man."
But steell he work hard for to be sure
he ees right, I
An' study som' more; an' so pres-
to! wan day,
He com' weetha face ees so shiny an'
bright.
I see dat at las' he ees find da right
way.
He gotta new shoes an' new pants an'
new coat,
An' looka so styleesh an' fine a s he
can.
He say: "Ees meestak'! We gon'
changa dat vote.
Ees besta for vote for dees Roose-val- t
man."
Giuseppe Baratta ees great politeesh';
Hees heart ees so true an' hees brain
ees so bright,
He work an' he study, baycause he no
weesh
For mak' up hees mind teell he sure
he ees right.
Tom Daly, in Catholic Standard and
Times.
AROUND THE STATE
Appointed Assistant District Attorney.
Fred H. Ayers of Estancia has been
appointed assistant district attorney
for Torrance county.
Race Suicide at East Las Vegas
East Las Vegas during the past six
months had 51 deaths and only 36
births.
Taken to Insane Asylum.
Mrs. Andres Gauna of Las Vegas
has been committed to the state asy-
lum for the insane.
Las Vegas Sewer System Completed. j
The Modern sewer system for East
Las Vegas has been completed at a
total cost of $22,624.12. I
Bond Resigns.
L. A. Bond has resigned as manager
of the Romero store at Estancia and
will go to Montreal, Canada, to visit
his mother.
Body of Sanchez Found.
The body of Dionicio Sanchez, of
La Cueva, was found near Azul, San
Miguel county, in a snowdrift. Death
was caused by the cold.
Snatched Purse.
Perfecto Luna and Fidel Cervantes
were arrested at Albuquerque on the
charge of snatching a purse which
was found in the possession of one of
the boys. Luna and Cervantes have
been in jail before.
Will Drill Wells on Hondo.
Charley Cross returned last week
and together with E. W. Miller bought
the James drill. Messrs. Cross and
Miller will put down wells on the Ar-
royo Hondo lands south of Santa Fe.
Moriarty Messenger.
East Las Vegas City Budget.
The city council of East Las Vegas
has drafted the budget for the coming
year entailing total oisbursements of
$15,530 of which $3,000 Is for interest,
$2,000 for street lighting, $2,500 for
water, $1,000 for park and library,
$1,500 for salaries and $2,500 for con-
tingent expenses.
First Class Turkey Supper.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the Pres-
byterian church is making active prep-aratio-
for the Turkey supper on
next Tuesday evening in the assembly
room of the public library. The affair
Phone Black
45
I
Dawson,
I
Yankee,
Oakdale.
RED 100.
Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Agency at 0. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. 0 Brown., Agent.
Phone Red No. 23. Phone. Red No. 2
Try a New Mexican want ad. I
b.inga results.
WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO
All Parts of The World
SflVP MftflPV aod Inconvenience by Purchasing: Weils
illUUWj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
iSSOl U. S., Canada, Mexico
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
j j
J. D. BARNES, Agent.
Screened
Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
Sawed Wood
MONTEZUMA AVKNTJK
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot,
Telephone 85
Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
. Telephone 85
AT THE
CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
R. V. BOYLE, Manager. Phone Black 12.
DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT BROS.' DRUG STORE.
THE STAR BARN
i Successor to
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS- S LIVERY RIGS.
Also First-Clas- s Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
Phone Main 139 J. R. CREATH, 310 San Fradsco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
-
FIRST-CLAS- S HACK SERVICE.
-- 3
Buggies and Saddle Howes.
THEODORE CORRICK, Prop'r ft
Black 132. ' ffi
WOODY'S HACK LINK
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good cove re hacks and good
team. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commerce men to take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Rnoudo
Station.
$ For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE.
Phone
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c ana 50c.
Short Orders at all Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5. 00
French Noodle Order 10c a dlsa.
Mew Yerk Chop Suey He.
CARRIAGE, AUTOMOBILE,
AND
SIGN
PAINTING
Wurr Silvering,! SATISFACTION
'Pti.inornn filass
GUARANTEED
and Brass
PAUL P. LACASSAONE,
J05 San Francisco Street.
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etc., which are entirely too vio- -ters,
lent.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any money-transmitti-
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con-
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all as is consist-
ent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R. J. PALEN, President. J. B. READ. Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES, t. F. McKANE. Assistant Cashier.
Legislators
Listen !
Do not let this
opportunity for
true economy
pass you by.
BEFORE haveNEVER been so abso-
lutely determined to gain
your patronage, and never
before have used so much
painstaking thought in
the selection from large
lines of SPRING AND
SUMMER SUITINGS.
As health talks to women become
more general, both in the newspapers
and on the platform, the mass of wom-
en are beginning to realize what the
more cultivated have always known,
that good health cannot be found in
a powder box. The externals of
health may be obtained in that way,
but the basis of health lies deeper,
and yet is just as easily obtained.
The most important thing that a
.voman can do lor herself, and about
which she is often most neglectful, is
to watch the condition of her stomach
and bowels. The weary eyes, the bad
breath, the frequent headaches, the
pimples, the general air of lassitude is
nine times out of ten the result of con-
stipation or indigestion, or both. Many
simple remedies can be obtained, but
the best in the estimation of most
women is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
It is mild, pleasant to the taste and
exactly suited to her needs. It is far
superior to salts, cathartic pilis, wa
the administration.
The message is just about the sort
of document that might have been
anticipated. It reviews in detail the
main principles of the platform on
which the governor was elected, so
far as they are applicable to state
matters, and asks for legislation put-
ting those principles into concrete
form as law. There is apparent no
desire to evade any of the issues
which are before the people today,
and on the whole it seems to be a
straightforward appeal to he law-
making body for action which, from
the standpoint of the executive, is
beneficial and necessary.
The demand for the repeal of the
"language clause" of the constitution
was of course what everybody in the
state, regardless of party alignment,
expected and required of the govern-
or, and it is a foregone conclusion
that this constitutional provision,
which only became a part of the or-
ganic law as the price of admission
to statehood, will be wiped out at an
early day.
The initiative and referendum
Pass a Primary Law.
A feature of Governor McDonald's
first message to the legislature which
will appeal strongly to the people of
the state, regardless of party affilia-
tions, is that which calls for the en-
actment of a direct primary law.
The world has moved in recent
years, and the day of the ring-owne- d
and d party convention
has passed. No more favorable op-
portunity was ever offered to the
in politics to consummate
his nefarious plans than the hoary old
institution of the convention. Only
gentlemen with a pull can ever go to
a convention, and gentlemen with a
pull must always give something in
return for what they get. The some-
thing that they give invariably be-
longs to the people and not to them-
selves, and consequently the people
are always worse off from the working
of the system.
Practically every state in the Union
which has any claim to being called
enlightened and advanced has either
adopted a direct primary law or is
Women should see to it that they
have at least one movement of the
bowels each day, and when showing
any tendency to constipation should
take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin in
the small dose prescribed. A brief
use .of it will so train the stomach
and bowel muscles so that all forms of
medicine can be dispensed These
opinions are voiced by thousands of
women, after personal experience,
among them Alta M. Lilly, Redwine,
Calif., and Mary A. Beebe, St. Thomas,
Nevada.
Anyone wish ng to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a drup"ist at fifty cents
o one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent to
the home free of charge by simply ad-
dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
Washington St., Monticello, III. Your
name and address on a postal card
will do. PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS v0On
fairly on the way to tin
one. New Mexico can
enactment ot formed a part of the platform on
not afford to which Cm-prnn-r McDonald wa elected
taafall behind in the procession. The
primary is not a partisan measure in
any sense of the term it is simply an
to office, and it was only natural that
he should embody a recommendation
'for legislation putting it into effectMINES AND MININGwar ym
instrumentality by wnu n all uie peo-i- his meSsage. It will be observed,
pie may work their will through their however, that the governor approach-part- y
organization. It involves no es tne (mestinn with decided caution,
element of a contest between Repub-I.lll- it is not difficult to read between
lican and Democrat the only conflict the lines that ne njmseK is not over
is between the rank ami file of bothjsllre of the wisdom of this innovation
parties on the one hand and the bosses; in modern political life. New Mexico
of both parties on the other. jis mlturally a conservative siate. and
Governor McDonald deserves the lit is probable that the present legis-heart-
and unqualified support of Mature will take no radical action in
How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FILLY PROTECTED ?
:
this matter.
Many other matters of greater or
less importance are embodied in the Then Act!Think About It!
message. The merit of these recom--
mendations will be viewed variously
according to the political beliefs of THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY
Socorro County.
Ernestine Mining Co. The last bul-
lion clean-u- p for February resulted in
6,785 Troy ounces; concentrates for
the same period, 7,000 lbs. The total
output for the month was 24,S2o Troy
ounces gold and silver bullion and la
tons concentrates. The
batteries recently placed in com-
mission are operating satisfactorily.
Deadwood Mines A new crank shaft
for oil engine was shipped in record
time and should arrive in Silver City
about March 12th. Everything at
plant will be in readiness to re-
ceive it on arrival by wagon and it is
likely the mill will be in full operation
by the 25th. The Oaks Company
Steady progress is being made in the
Main Drainage and Transportation
Tunnel on Mineral Creek, which is
destined to tap the center of the mill- -
fields. Should the project be consum-
mated, the severest handicap of this
district would be lifted as the costly
wagon haul has been a formi-
dable barrier to the economical opera-
tion of many of our properties.
Grant County.
George Utter has shipped another
car load of zinc concentrates to Okla-
homa, and the demand is such for zinc,
he will have to enlarge his mill. The
Chloride Flat silver mining company
sent out a car load of high grade ore
to the El Paso smelter Tuesday.
Brownell brothers, operating a silver
mine in the Burros, will ship a car
load of ore to the Douglas smelter to-
morrow. A man from Leopold reports
that it is still believed both at Leopold
and Tyrone that the Phelps-Dodg- peo-
ple will soon begin mining operations
at both camps. Charles Rourke of Hur-
ley has struck good ores on one of his
mining claims, and being very much
patriotic men of both parties in his
stand for a direct primary law, and
it is to be hoped that the enactment
of such a statute in New Mexico is
now a matter of a very short time.
If it is delayed long the people will be
heard from. Albuquerque Herald.
The Governor's Message.
While the full text of Governor Mc-
Donald's message to the legislature
is not yet available, and it is there
the individual citizen, we are sun
SANTA FE, N. M.GENERAL AGENTS.very young in statehood, and there is
much for us to learn in regard to
legislation. There seems, however, to!
be a commendable desire on the parr
of both the governor and the legisla-
ture to make haste slowly and to takefore impossible to make any extended
comment on it in detail, the essential only such action as is sure to be for
features of it. as shown by the pub-- ! the benefit of the whole ieople. So
long as this desire is retained Ihe
state can not go far wrong. Aibuquei- -
lished summary, furnish a very fair
basis on which to form an intelligent ELS
THE PALACE
AND mmmm
THE MONTEZUMA
in? district at a denrh nf frnm 1400 tnl idea as to what may be expected of que Herald.1800 feet. Treasure Mining and Re encouraged will continue to do more
duction Co. An increase of flow on work. The El Oro Mining Company is
now working three shifts of men in DEMING GIVES EVERY
EVIDENCE OF PROSPERITY.
Whitewater creek has again permitted
the mine its full quota of power, gen-
erated By water. The mill has been
uie f ox tunnei at steins. They are
operating at about capacity for several
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Now Under the Same Managemen
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
months. Ore teams are making their
regular hauls from mine to mill. It
Land Buyers Continue to Arrive.
Knights and Ladies of Security
Have Organized.
also sinking on the main shaft. Sam
Rich is showing some fine samples of
gold ore which he struck on his claims
about four miles south of Steins. Re-
ports are made of a very promising
copper prospect which is located quite
close to Steins. Hayden, Charles and
Nobles have bonded their asbestos
claims to eastern capitalists.
close March 22 for a week's vacation.
On that night, the students of the
school will give a public entertain-
ment including a comedy and a musi-
cal program, in the auditorium of t lie
high school building. The admission
charged will be fifteen and twenty-fiv- e
cents, and the proceeds will go to
the library and athletic fund of the
schools.
John M. McTeer has received for-
mal notification from state agent. F.
is said the installation of aerial tram-
way is still pending. Railroad Much
local interest is manifested in the pro Doming, N. M., March 15. Lee O.
Lester and Arthur C. Raithel have
uurchased of J. C. Harris 4S0 acres
posed route from Silver City to the
Mogollons and on north to the coal
TREE PLANTING IS
RUSHING AT CARLSBAD.
Why buy a "hand-me-down- " suit
made in New York sweat shops six
months before the latest style plates
are published, when you can get a
suit made to your special order and
shape in our store right here. Bring
us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00
suit and we will duplicate it
NewSpring Shoes
last year and has been developing
lands that he bought when he first
moved here.
The outlook for the fruit is splendid
V. G. Tracy, big peach grower, says
B. Schwentker of the Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance Co., that New Mexico
wen the challen cup offered by the
company. New Mexico getting the lar-
gest percentage of its allotment of
business. Mr. McTeer is also noti-
fied that he receives the $200
prize for writing the largest percen
of land lying three to four miles west
oi Deming, with a water-righ- t for ;i2U
acres under the ditch of the Mimbres
Irrigation Company, commonly known
aa the Wamel ditch. The considera-
tion for this land paid Mr. Harris is
$12,0(10.00. Messrs. Lester and Raithel
contemplate cutting up this tract
into farms of forty acres and selling
it out to actual farmers. It will be
placed again on the market in a short
time.
mat uie nun Ditas nave suffered no
Large Area is Being Set Out to Pea-
ches. No Damage From Frost
Thus Far.
Carlsbad, N. M., March 12, 1912.
Tree planting has been rushed the tage of his allotment of any agent in F YOU are ready for your
SPRING SHOES we shalliFOR $25.00 The Mimbres Valley Lodge of
Knights and Ladies of Security was
damage so far. It will be at least
two week before the peaches will be
i i bloom being later than usual. Mr.
Tracy believes in smudging and is
watching conditions very carefully.
The pots were lighted for the first
time last night. The temperature did
not fall much below freezing and it
was not cold enough to do any dam-
age. But Mr. Tracy considered it best
to be on the safe side and by morning
his big orchard in I .a Htierta was cov-
ered with a dense cloud or black
smoke.
New Mexico.
At a meeting of the Park Committee
of the chamber of commerce, the
pump of the American Well Works
was accepted. This pump is given
by the company to the town of Dem-
ing for use in the show pumping plant
to be installed in the park at the rail-
road station. The pump is turtrine in
type, is a No. 5 and capable of deliver-
ing SOU gallons of water per minute.
be pleased to show you our hand
some new styles.
past ten days. R. D. Fuller has just
completed planting ten acres in pea-
ches five miles south. M. Hicks who
owns forty acres adjoining Mr. Ful-
ler finished planting twenty acres yes-
terday. Mr. Hicks set out peaches.
He also set out a small orchard of
pears, apples, plums and cherries
around the home. Mr. Hicks is pre-
paring to build a new six room house
and otherwise improve the homestead.
The farm itself has had a thorough
Ask what kind of tailors we are of
those who have already patronized
us, and then be sure you will get
something nobby for your money.
organized here last night with 'ia
charter members by state organizer
C. M. Wood. The officers elected are
as follows: Isaac V. Sallee, presid-
ent; Mr. Carter, Dr.
Irvin B. Keller, 2nd
Sallie C. Boyd, Prelate; Verna May
Hines, Financier; Geo. B. Carson, Se-
cretary; Mrs. Nettie Barrett, Con-
ductress; Mrs. I. 3. Keller, Guard;
Geo. Dutch, Sentinel.
Opie Read gave an entertainment
in Deming last evening. This is the
concluding entertainment given by
The company also defrays all expense
of installation.
NEVER BEFORE IN
YOUR CITY WAS
THERE SUCH A VA-
RIETY OF STYLE
AND WIDE RANGE
bought! BULLS OF STOCK MARKEToverhauling since Mr. Hicks
ARE ROUTED.it a year ago and is one of the most
attractive places in the Otis neighbor- - j $15,CO0 STOLEN
FROM MAIL POUCH.hood. j (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
The Deeded Land Company has been j Chicago, 111., March 15. Orders to
and is shaping up for a sell wheat came today from all direc- - Was Consigned From El Paso to i,
Arizona, But Did Not
Reach Destination.
vigorous landselling campaign. The ns and smashed the market. There
the Deming Lyceum Bureau this seaenmnnnv is nmv made mi nf T s J was a rout ot the bulls who for months
Crozier, Dr. G. W. Hinchee, and C. P. nave Deen confident that scarcity at son. The lamous ArKansawan iuahv
Barnes.' Dr. Hinchee is a heavy tue nd o tne Eason would bring a great hit in Deming. He found two
nronertv owner in the vallev bavins them riches. Instead, in a wild scram- - om time friends here in Postmaster
lands in several places besides the f unlad prices. suddenly plunged Pennington and Jas. A. Kinnear.
Al J. Watkins has received a largeheadlong downward, scoring quick
( Hy Special Wire to New Mnxlenn)
EI Paso, Texas, March 15 Fifteen
thousand dollars was the sum stolen
from the registered mail pouch on the
Arizona and New Mexico railroad at
Clifton, Arizona, this week. The mon-
ey was consigned from El Paso to the
Carlsbad Project. Mr. Barnes came losses ot as much as 2 8 on the May
i option. Opening prices were unchang
ed to down. May started at
102 8 to 103, a decline of 8 toWant and dropped to 101, but later recover-
ed to 1011-- 2
traction engine which he will use in
breaking ground, pumping water for
irrigation, nauling hay, on a large ir-
rigated farm which he is developing
i'i the valley.
M. M. Dunston who lately returned
to Deming from a trip through the
northwest, has decided to remain in
De.ming permanently. Mr. Dunston
The close was comparatively steady
Detroit Copper Company, at Morenci,
Arizona, and, when the train reached
Clifton, the registered pouch was miss-
ing. The railway postal clerk was ar-
rested. The pouch was later found in
the San Francisco river near Clifton,
only the money package missing. The
with May at 101 a decline of
Corn showed weakness from the
is a contractor, and has put up someoutset. May opened unchanged to postal clerk says he delivered the
of the nicest residences in Deming, j poucn to the man who takes the mail8 off at 71 to 713-8- , fell to 701--
and rallied to 70 among them that of A. vv. i onara, to tne pOStomce on arrival at Clifton
Pfoof?
That's Right!
A 10 days' trial of
POSTUM
in place of coffee, will show
and that of Frank Nordhaus. He aiso The mau denies receiving it
OF PRICES.
Style is
Always the
Most
Prominent
Feature
In Our
Footwear,
and is especially so
this spring. We have
them in the popular
leathers and styles.
PAT. LEATHER, GUN
METAL, SUEDE,
VELVET, VELOOZE,
WHITE AND BLACK
BUCK or NEW BUCK.
Ask for our more than rea-
sonable prices, and then an-
swer the question if our
store is not the best place to
do your buying?
The close was nervous at 70 " for
May, lc under last night.
A leading house bought oats freely
for a while and temporarily pushed
up quotations but the weakness of oth-- e
grains could not be withstood. May
started higher at 53 touched
53 54 and then sagged to 53
An advance at the yards helped pro
laid the greater part of the cement
sidewalk that has been laid in Dem-
ing. He has now accepted a position
with the Deming Real Estate and
Improvement Company as supervisor
of its building operations. He will be-
gin immediately for this company
four bungalows near the high school
building. The cottages will be built
ol cement, California bungalow style,
with pebble dash finish. These hous
II MESSAGE TO WOMEN
A Patterson, N. J., young woman,
Miss Elizabeth Bushloper, has writ-
ten a message to the women oi Am-
erica that will be of great value to
those who heed it. She says:
"Every spring for some years I
fany coffee drinker just how visions at first. Later, however, themarket gave way in sympathy withcoffee has been treating him.After the trial
es are nut on three-acr- e blocks ofLook back
the bear sentiment in neighboring
pits. Initial sales were at last night's
level to 7 higher with July options
16.371-- 2 to 1C.40 for pork; 9.621-- 2 for
lard, and 9.07 to 9.10 for ribs.
land, a small pumping plant is instal
have been debilitated, having general
weakness and feeling tired and worn-- !
out all the time. This spring I de-
termined I would fight it off with
Vftiol has done all that was
claimed for it. It has given me new
and compare the old condi
tion of coffee aches and ills
led sufficient to take care of the three
acres, and the place is then sold by
the company complete and ready to
move into. The company contem-
plates extensive building operations
with the return to health and
LADIES, do not forget that
've willjhave our COMPLETE STOCK
OFFSPRING AND SUMMER MATER-
IALS on display. Come in and in-
spect them. Here you get something
different from the ordinary.
CAPITAL
strength and vigor, I can eat heartilycomfort: which came with the
change to Postum.
WITCH DOCTOR IS HAULED
BEFORE DISTRICT COURT.
Because the complaining witnett, a
woman whom he had releived of "pigs
ears in the stomach" was absent when
Epimenio Ruiz was arraigned at Trin-
idad, Colorado, for practicing medi-
cine without a license, he was dis-
charged. Ruiz is called the "Witch
It will then be plain why
upon this plan.
John Corbett is in EI Paso today on
business.
The following registered today at
the Chamber of Commerce: J. D.
Schutz, Alamogordo; W. J. Sullivan,
"There's a Reason"
for
and my sleep is light and refreshing.
"I wish every tired-ou- t woman could
know what great good Vinol would
do her." Spring is the most trying
time of year for most people, and it
is well to know that Vinol, our de-
licious cod liver and iron remedy
without oil, is the most valuable
spring medicine.
Its blood enriching' and strength-creatin- g
effects are just what one
needs, and as we will certainly give
back your money If you are not sat-
isfied with Vinol, you ought to get a
bottle right away. The Capital Phar- -
Where $chn 9flueger
Doctor of Segundo. Following hissuc-ces-s
in relieving Mrs. M. J. Ortega of
pigs ears in her middle, Segundo
dreamed of nothing but pigs at night.
Ruiz again came to the rescue, it was
testified by witnesses and drove off
Albuquerque; iv F. Entrop, Roswell;
W. B. Anderson, Brownwood, Texas;
E. E. Sewell, Nashville, Tenn.
Dr. Tabor, of Silver City, has pur-
chased ten acres of land wlui water
developed from the Little Vineyards
Company, through the company's
QualityPOSTUM
See
Our
Window
Display
Meets
JAILORS
East Side of Plaza,
'Next Door to First National Bank Bldg.
Price
agent at that place, B. E. Cohen.
j the nightmare porkers. The licensed
I physicians brought the action against
'
Runiz.
Postum Cereal Company, Limited,
Battle Creek, Mich, M.The public schools of Deming will , macy, Santa Fe, N.
V, v.
ti
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raised last year after the MaderoBACA NAMES COMMITTEES.SANTA IE NEW MEXICAN J. W. Chavez. "W. H. H. Llewellyn. .
W. E. Rogers.
Mr. Speaker.
(Continued from Page One) Industrial Conditions Are Deplorable.
"It is doubtful if supplies can reach
IMPROVING THE FOREIGN SERV-
ICE.
Congressman Sulzer who recently
visited Santa Fe, has introduced a bill
in Congress for the improvement of
the foreign service. New Mexico has
considerable interest in this subject.
Liquor Traffic. other properties of the smelting com-
pany for a long time. Driblets are
reaching them frequently. Should all
of them close, as they will have to
by insurrectos. " ;
Mexico Grateful. ,
Mexico City, March 15. the action
of the American Congress and the
prompt issue of President Taft's proc-
lamation concerning the prohibition of
the shipment of arms from the United
States into Mexico is regarded by Mex-
ican officials as the highest possible
proof of Washington's friendship.
Manuel Calero, the Mexican foreign
minister today cabled on behalf of '
President Madero, an expression of
Mexico's gratitude addressing the dis-
patch to Senator Elihu Root. President
Madero said that with the shipment
of arms stopped the next four weeks .
woold-se- great progress made toward
A. S. Goodell.
T. A. Gurule.
W. H. H. Llewellyn.
Julian Trujillo.
L. R. Montoya.
C. C. Catron.
W. W. Nichols.
H. M. Gage.
Rafael Garcia.
Coming in as a state means that its
Senators will have a number of candi-
dates to suggest for the consular and
diplomatic service. Lying on the bor
P. Moreno, Chairman.
W. H. Chrisman.
J. W. Chavez.
G. W. Tripp.
T. Labadie.
M. C. de Baca.
J. W. Campbell.
H. M. Gage.
M. C. Martinez.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Dally in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW,
flakes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President. Vice President
JOHN K. STAUFFER CHAS. M. STAUFFER
'
Secretary-Treasurer.'- 1 General Manager. jr
with the continuance of present condi-
tions, 55,000 men, on whose work 250,-00- 0
persons depend for a livelihood,
will be thrown out of work. The same
conditions apply to other mining in-
terests, to the vast oil properties and
other enterprises." ,
v Freight ervtoe 'Suspended. i-
der of the most important nation
directly adjoining the United States,
it is in closer contact with foreign Corporations Pri. and Elections;, :.trade and commerce than most other
states. Its population being in part
El Paso, Texas; March .la.rrFreightEntered sis Second Class' Mattel at the 3anta-- ' Fe' Postofflce. Spanish speaking
and by racial pre-
dilections especially fitted for service
in Spanish' speaking countries, as
.service to Chihuahua from Juarez was auelling Jhft. revolution.
tcmDorarily susnended today. and all
pointed out recently 'by Dr. E.- McRATES OF SUBSCRIPTIONDally, per week by carrier
Daily, six months, by mail...
.25 Weekly; six tronths... ......
A.. D. Vargas; Chairman.
J.: J. Young.
C. C. Catron.
L
.Montoya. '.
Charles Downs. ,i
Julian Trujillo.
S..J. Smith., . .
V,'. W. Nichols.
J. W. Mullens.
1. Labadie.
available equipment to' Juarez was The New Mexican ..Printing , Com
j.$3.50
1.00
i. 2.00 sent sonthi'td Chih'nahna,'
Queen Gray, it should insist that con-
suls and ministers and even ambassa pany is always prepared to 'turn outuj. yci u.u, v.w..-;- v veeiay, per year to be used in moving the rebel army
from Chihuahua. '
The rebel garrison in Juarez is be
ijauj. pr--i muiii.il, uj man
Daily, per year, by mail 7.00
e-
- Per V1 50 dors sent to Spanish speaking capitalsand ports are able to speak Spanish your brief and transcript work quick-ly, and at the right price. Give us
a trial.fluently and have an understanding ofOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY. Pi blic Landsthe Spanish temperament and point of
view that does not readily come to the
Z. Padilla, Chairman.
.
'
J. G. Loba'to. "" ,: '
M. P. Manzanares.
T. Cooney."- - ' ;
;
'"t:
' G.'VT. Tripp.' : " ;
O. T. Toombs'.
W. K. Rogers.
' 'P. E. Carter. '.
W. W. Nichols.
Agriculture and Manufactures
M. Cordova, Chairman.
M. E. Baca.
M. P. Manzanares.
Conrad Hilton.
J. A. Young.
Duncan McGillivray.
J. V. Tully.
R. H. Boulware.
Rafael Garcia.
J. W. Mullens.
J. W. Campbell.
Mines
J. A. Young, Chairman.
T. Cooney.
O. T. Toombs.
Anglo Saxon. New Mexico's Congress.
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
ing paid today, trom iunas orougui
from Chihuahua yesterday.
Decisive Battle Soon.
San Antonio, Texas, March 15. In
the belief that a decisive battle be-
tween rebels and federals soon is me-- 1
' and "that it will be fought at Tor- -
men and Senators should therefore
support the Sulzer bill for it insures:
That the consideration of the politern - ical affiliations of candidates would bejLABElT
Very Serious
It is a very serious matter to ask
for one medicine and have the
wrong one given you. For this
reason we urge you in buying to
be careful to get the genuine
C. C. Catron, Chairman.
C. P. Downs.
M. E. Baca.
J V. Tully.
P. Moreno.
T. Labadie.
'Rafael Garcia.
Julian Trujillo.
G. H. Tucker.
H. M. Gage.
O. T. Toombs. rt
.1 B. Burg.
The House then adjourned on mo
prohibited. reon, Mexico,
3,000 refugees, mosUyj
women and children, are en route
north from that place. Most of them
denarted on trains Wednesday. Two;
That the successful passing of the
judge, the district attorney, the dis- - prescribed examinations would be
legally recognized as a prerequisite
MENACE OF WATER POWER MON
OPOLV.
for foreign-servic- e appointments.because the verdict of the jury andXew Mexico has half a million horse- -
the sentence of the judge did not suitin its streams,power flowing to waste
.,i5..w f . 0v. it. merely carried out its idea Of the
That efficiency is the only basis for
coaches were crowded with Chinamen
who fear a repetition of the massacres
that marked the Madero revolution.
Mexican Condition Improved.
Washington, D. C, March 15. Re
BUck-draugH- T
Liver Medicine
promotion.
That the special efficiency of diploistence of a monopoly that is gobbling Judicial recall The young breaker
tion of Toombs and M. C. de Baca to
Monday afternoon at two o'clock.
LEGISLATIVE POINTERS.matic secretaries, of consular officers,as popular, lue juuBO u wup available power sites and develop- - sumption of train service Detween
Torreon and Monterey was reportedof departmental officers and employes,ine- thorn Tf it know of such a monoP-- ; reasoiiiug pujm.a. iu.j ....- - The reputation of this old,medicine, for constipation, in-
digestion and liver trouble, is
established. It does not imitate
today to the state department. Eightyand of all persons who have passed
the prescribed examinations would beSUPERINTENDENT OF IN- -THE
brought to the attention of the Presi other medicines. It is better than
others, or it would not be the fa
cly it would probably invite it to come
and build power houses. Sites for
vvaterpower plants such as the White
Bock Canon, the Wamsley Canon on
the Rio Grande and a score of other
streams offer, do not seem to be at-
tractive to the alleged monopoly. Iyj- -
dent when recommendations for ini-
tial appointments, promotions, and
transfers are submitted to him.
vorite liver powder, with a larger
J. R. Skidmore.
P. Moreno.
Z. Padilla.
J. L. House.
G. H. Tucker.
W. W. Nichols.
County and County Lines
M. P. Manzanares, Chairman.
T. Cooney.
Luis Montoya.
C. C. Catron.
T. A. Gurule. "
F. Quintana.
G. W. Tripp.
- T. Labadie. j!
SURANCE.
The report of Superintendent of In-
surance Jacobo Chaves for the years
1909, 1910 and 1911 will shortly be
in the hands of the legislators., The
Americans are among the refugees
from Torreon to Monterey. Generally j
improved conditions were noted:
throughout Mexico in the government j
reports.
Rurales' Force Surrenders. '''
Chihuahua, Mex., March 15. A
force of state ,trurales at Moris, a ha'm- -
sale than all others combined.
A joint conference of the Demo-
cratic members of both Houses was
held this afternoon at the capitol.
A ""red light" injunction law that is
soon to be presented to the state leg-
islature at Santa Fe, for considera-
tion. Roswell Daily Record. '
,
The Rocky Mountain News of yes
SOLD IN TOWN F2That efficiency recores . would be
kept of diplomatic secretaries, of con
sular officers, and of officers s and
clerks of the Department of State.
That the proportional representa
tion of the several states and terri
tories in the foreign service would be
cated, elsewhere, they would be. worth greatest achievement of Alexander
of dollars. Still concentra-- : m;)ton( it has been said, was that he
tion of control over water powers y strUck' the rock of national resources
large interests in important localities' an(J aDundant reVenue gushed forth,is increasing so rapidly that Herbert when the Department of InsuranceKnox Smith, commissioner of corpora- - by theed gome ag0
t.ons, has reported to President Taft ,
,t was wlth some misgiv.that the government should preserve that itw predictiontitle to the remaining power sites and.1"6 auu
"ould an expensive luxury. Thedevelop them to prevent a possible prove
report referred to shows that the demnnnunlization of m.bHc utilitv comna--!
terday printed the pictures of Presi-
dent pro tern Miera of the Senate,
Speaker Baca of the House, and Lieu-
tenant Governor E. C. de Baca, but
mixed up the labels in the shuffle so
that the wrong name appeared under
A blished at the close of each exami
let in the Rayon district, surrendered
without resistance yesterday to a
rebel band under Macario
Salazar, according to a telegram ffom
' 'the latter today;:: - 4;
El Paso Citizen Arrested.
Chihuahua, Mex., March 15. Benja-
min F. Jenkins, until recently chief of
police of El Paso, was arrested last
each half-ton-
S. C. Buff Orpingtons
EGOS FOR HATCHING. (
$1.50 13 Eggs
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone Red 204. 315 Palace Ave.
nies. A full report of the commission- - partment not only pays its own way Balloting for United States Senator night charged by General Orozco with
is to begin next Tuesday noon. Wise- - being a secret agent of President Ma-acr-
today figure, up the chances of'dero. He is being well treated and
election to the Senate as follows,, in probably will be released in time to
nation.
That diplomatic secretaries and con-
suls would be appointed to grades in-
stead of to specified posts.
That orderly promotion would be
made possible by the grading of diplo-
matic secretaryships.
That the scope and frequency of ex-
aminations would, be legally estab-
lished.
That the examining boards would
be legally established.
That the reports of the examining
boards would be in writing and would
be published.
That the constitutional provision re
the order named: W. H. Andrews,! catch the first train back to El Paso.
Jenkins said that his trip was partly
er's investigation of water power de- - but is a source or consiueiau.e
velopment was presented to the Presi- - nue and at the same time affords pro-de-
today. I tection to the people in matters that
Commissioner Smith directs particu-!ar- e most vital to the public welfare,
lar attention to the increasing affilla- - j The efficient superintendent, Jaco-tio- n
of water power concerns and pub- - j,0 Chaves, and his energetic assist-li- c
service agencies, such as street1 ant ptr A. M. Lienau, who stands
railway and lighting corporations, and high jn jnsurance circles, all over the
often times banks as well. The con- - United States, because of his wide
nection between such concerns he re-'- k , d f fnsurance matters, have
Thomas B. Catron, Albert B. Fall,
William J. Mills. However, at any on business and partly for sightseeing.
3,000 Refugees. "time that Solomon Luna gives the
San Antonio, Texas, March 15.word, that he is a candidate, he wili GRIFFITHbe elected and that on the first ballot. O. G. Newman, oil mill owner of Tor
reon, arrived .here today with Ihs .fam
George W. P. Hunt, the new govergards of serious public significance. domj yry much to q.jelch wilQ.catting
Makes Men's Fine
Dress Shoesquiring the concurrence of the Senate nor of Arizona, and who is a farmer
restaurant waiter, is rapidly buildingto make the appointment of diplo
iu cuuceiu.ai.ou oi uouuui only injn insurance C03lpanies notthe commissioner declares,ter powers throughout the coun. matic and consular officers effective jp a machine by means of the large
patronage in his hands which may
would not be changed.
ily. He says the first trains to leave
Torreon since February 15 departed
Wednesday and carried about( 1,000
refugees. The, second train had' as
passengers about 2,000 refugees. It is
expected here today from Ciudad Por-firi-
Diaz
Mr. Newman says tuousands rwre
of Torreon residents are anxious 'to
JSHOt MAHUFACTUPERS fship of stock, but mainly through in- - ousandg tnousands of dol- -
eventually send him to the UnitedteriocKing airecioraies.
i
...,.mM(raH1,n lars that would otherwise have been SPANKING CHILDREN.
Spanking children is less frequentlost in mere stock promotion
and unnf wtor n, Ptrni hnt hich
Julian Trujillo. ..' '
A. .D. Vargas. '
H. M. Gage.
J. L. House.
R. Lopez.
Bias Sanchez.
W. YV. Nichols.
...
Insurance i
M. C. de Baca, Chairman. ' ".
J. J. Clancy. .,
T. A. Gurule.
Manuel Cordova.
G. W. Tripp.
J. D. Casados. '
H. M. Gage.
P. E. Carter.
Roads and Highways
T. Cooney, Chairman.
Duncan McGillivray.
W. H. H. Llewellyn.
J. V. Tully.
B. Sanchez.
W. H. Chrisman.
M. C. Martinez. .
J. W. Mullens.
S. J. Smith. . ..
Banks and Banking
A. S. GoodeUv Chairman,
J. W. Chavez.;
M.- - E. Baca.
T. Cooney. '
P. Moreno. ' ;
Z. Padilla. '' '
J. W. Campbell;
H. M. Gage.
J. T. Evans.
Internal Improvements
T. A. Gurule, Chairman.
J. J. Clancy.
A. S. Goodell.
W. H. Chrisman.
!S J. Smith.
Florence Love.
Public Property- ' '"
J. P. Lucero, Chairman.
L. R. Montoya.
J. V. Tully.
T. Cooney.
M. C. de Baca.'"
G. H. Tucker.
States Senate. The first .test of the
strength of the machine will come
when Hunt and his organization seek
Since the Departmentho mmiccio, ,n,mA. warning safe Insurance. as human parents grow more humane
and reasonable. It is a very serious leave and will do se as fast as possible.
matter and merits strong condemna-
tion.' Instead" of receiving universal
Arrangements are being completed to
quarter, several- - thousand" nabteSs61S
diers at Torreon, ..,. - f v. v
to name the president of the Senate
and speaker of the House., If JIunt suc-
ceeds 'in putting 'Mike' Cuntftin the
former position and Sam Bradner in
the latter, he will have won his first
condemnation, spanking is still com
mon, and it is even treated by the Conflicting Reports.
Laredo, Texas, March 15. Passennewspapers as a frequent subject for victory. Bradner has the strongestjest.
ine tauits or little children are
EVERY PAIN HA THIS
...a.
gers arriving here today from interior
Mexico, declare they think the men-
ace to foreigners, growing out' ojt thi
rebellion has . diminished .by' the fed
opposition in A. R. Lynch, a Safford
attorney, who belongs to the conserv-
ative wing of the party. ;
largely the results of ignorance, acci
was created in 190C, it has taken inmay become he says, the nucleus for
a monopoly of both water and steam $260,598.56 in fees, which have
If the water power cannot ded nothing to the cost of insurance
meet the entire demand of a given lo- - in New Mexico, and the common-calit- y
he points out that the owners wealth has had a net profit of $158,-ca- n
acquire auxiliary fuel plants and 617.65 from these revenues, a yield
handle water and fuel power over the equal to a three mill tax levy on all
same distributing lines and thus a the assessed taxables of the state,
complete commercial power monopoly jn addition $58,461.33 were paid the
might gradually be built up, in fact, nre companies in various New Mexico
already exists in a number of and $9,616.02 to the
munities. uew Mexico Firemen's Association,
Ten great groups of interests, with thus relieving the tax payers of the
the General Electric Company as the huraen 0f the cost of fire protection
most powerful, are declared by Com- - t0 that extent.
missioner Smith to control or strongly t At present 32 life insurance, 35 fireinfluence about 60 per cent of the de- - insurance and 25 casualty and surety
dent, and the grown person's point of
3ur $4 Shoe Equals Any3ther $5 Shoe Made
i8sure Griffith's
WE WARRANT THEM
view. Grown persons would justly re eral campaign of repression. Of the..The Democratic minority may besent any punisnment visited upon 1,300 persons who have arrived at Sal--them for ignorance, accident, or an un-
known point of view.
"small and eminently respectable""as
characterized by Senator W. B. Wal
tillo, state of Coahuila, from interior
points only a few have proceeded,
eat. Most of the men and boys willCorporal punishment by teachers is
disappearing, but parents still claim join any band of insurrectos that prom
ton, its leader in the upper house of
the legislature, but it is likewise mili-
tant, judging from the number- of
Democratic measures that are all
ready for presentation. . Senator
ises food. This is particularly truethey have the right to strike their own
children. They have no such right. this year, as practically no crops wereSlowly the race advances to higher They assert the town is not menaced
FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOESlfrom
$2.50 up.
Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up.
Call and see my line before
making your purchase.
B. TONNIES.
204 West PalaceAvenue.
veloped commercial water power 01
the United States. These ten groups
themselves are more or less inter-- 1
elated, with resultant growing com-
munity of interests. In this connec
Barth has ready for introduction, astandards for parents.Can the reader see that the follow
coirpanies and 24 fraternal and bene-
ficiary associations are authorized to
do business In New Mexico, a total of
116 organizations'.'
Among the recommendations of the ing
acts are. related: slapping the PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.hands of babies; spanking small child
senate joint resolution providing for
the recall for "every public officer, in
the state of New Mexico, holding
elective office or an office by appoint
tion the commissioner's report says:
ren; whipping big children. Then the Your druggist will refund money ifPAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching. Blind. Bleeding or
J. L. House;
ment." The recall, in the Barth resoLibrary
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 day's. 50c
"In this maze of v,..Fire Prevention Day and iristruc-dow- ncontrol asjointranging from practically
to personal association in com- - tion as to fire hazards in the public
mon directorates, is clearly revealed schools, a fire marshall law, stricter
the drift of water power and public supervision of promotion enterprises
utility corporations under the control and the placing of fraternal insurance
of a few very powerful interests, under the supervision of the Depart-Thes- e
connections, some stronger and ment." . '
some weaker, suggest a favorable con- - Of promotion schemes, the super-ditio- n
for a very small number of men jntendent says:
grown up stage of action when the
strong take advantage of the weak;
when people disregard the. rights of
others, in the family, in business, and
in society; when men are flogged or
hanged; when armies fight each other
on the battlefield.
This is what Ingersoll said long ago
about it: "If there is one of you here
lution, may be exercised in any elect-
oral district which may be made up of
a precinct, county or of the whole
state, according to the district in
which the official has authority, and
the recall can' oe demanded by 25 per
cent of the number of votes cast for
Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c
,
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
222 San Francisco Street - :: G. LUPE HERRERA; Prop'
to consolidate very large miereMs "We believe the time has come him at the preceding election. The
reasons for demanding the recall must
be printed upon the ballot and a sne--
clal jeltection called. The (officer; is
whenever they may decide it to their
advantage to do so. This interlocking
of interests through directors, while
not necessarily indicating a purpose of
monopoly, certainly affords an incen
when our people should be protected
by law, by requiring that all persons
desiring to promote an insurance com
pany or a holding or stock selling
company in connection with such a
that ever expect to whip your child
again, let me ask you something. Have
your photograph taken at the time and
let it show your face red with vulgar
anger, and the face of the little one
with eyes swimming in tears, and the
little chin dimpled with fear, looking
like a piece of water struck by a sud-
den cold wind. If that little child
tive anu a menus iu tuuimimuuu. u0 :
.j..M e 0 f.
J. J. Clancy, Chairman.
M. E. Baca. ' 1
C. C. Catron. :
O. T. Toombs. r
J. R. Skidmore.
W. E. Blanchard.
J. D. Casados.
R. Lopez.
R. H. Boulware.
S. J. Smith. ' ' . '. 1
Penitentiary
L. R. Montoya, Chairman.
J. B. Burg.
F. Quintana. '
M. C. de Baca.
A. D. Vargas.
T. Labadie. ' .
W. W. Nichols. '
J. W. Campbell.
M. C. Martinez.,
Public Printing .,
W. H. Chrisman, Chairman.
W. H. H. Llewellyn.
J. W. Chaves.
M. P. Manzanares.
J. J. Clancy.
M. E. Baca.
J. W. Campbell.
J. V. Mullens. ' ' '
. j . 3 11 IU I 111 11 - V Ull J
permitted to give his reasons for his
course in office on the same ballot in
not to exceed 200 words. There are
numerous other provisions all equally
interesting, including onewhich for-
bids the circulation of a recall peti
Mr. Smith u,5iufi i"" fort to place such stock, file with the
should die, I cannot think of a sweet
formulation of a definite policy of de-
veloping the remaining water power
citoc nn tho rtnhlir domain, recom- -
proper authorities, their purposes, li-
terature and ad such matters to be er way to spend an autumn afternoon
than to take that photograph and go tion until an officer has held office sixmonths except in the case of a mem-
ber of a legislature. The ' legislator
to the cemetery, when the maples are
mends generally speaking that the used connection therewith, and that
" shall be unlawful to sell or offer di-tr-government retain the ultimate con- -
of these sites. They should be r?ctly r indirectly any . stock or
developed at once, he declares, not shares of any such promotion without
clad in tender gold, and when the lit
tle scarlet runners are coming from
the sad heart of the earth, sit down
can be recalled after he has served for
five days. Another provision, is that
an officer shall be given five days ftn
which to resign before he shall be re
When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO
TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Lenses ground either Itf itiatch'broken ones
or to Oculists' Prescription.
called. Senator Barth also has a
upon that mound, and look upon that
photograph, and think of the flesh,
now dust, that you beat. Just think of
it! I could not bear to die in the arms
of a child that I had whipped. I could
only to conserve tne tuei supply 01 tne ""o y.yc.,.,
country, but because they are fast -
passing into private control. It is es-- A modern primary school house in
timated that the water power now in j every settlement, a modern secondary
use saves 33,000,000 tons of coal annu- - building in every populas section, two
ally and, Mr. Smith adds, the water or three rural grammar and high
power resource is not expended in Its schools in every county, all with an
usinS- - 'efficient teaching force and free text
joint resolution ratifying the sixteenth
amendment to the U. S. Constitution
providing for an income tax. "fhe
stae or Massachusetts this week ra
not bear to feel upon my lips, when
they were withered with the touch of
death, the kiss of one that I had
struck."
tified-th- same amendment SenatorThe problem of development, the'bookg are early possiD1iities in New
commissioner continues, cannot be Mexico if the legislature enacts the
right kind of legislation. It 'will cost
the taxpayers In the aggregate no
solved by fixing by law the selling
price of water power by itself, which,
t n arw Airan, ha nn t rnllnil hv tho
Walton has a lengthy senate joint re-
solution for the Initiative and Refe-
rendum which he will present to the
Senate as soon as the "introduction
of bills" is called. The resolution is
a modified form of the Oregon plan.
WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.
JNTERVEJTION MUST COME.
For each little settlement to have
its own school district even though it
does not have a single taxpayer is do-
ing more to retard popular education
than would the creation of a separate
school district out of every city ward,
for city wards have property for tax-
ation, while there are several hundred
school districts in New Mexico that
do not raise enough taxes a year to
pay the janitor, or for the necessary
fuel to heat the one dilapidated school
room in the district. The legislature
can remedy this by adopting the coun-
ty unit system.
(Continued trom rage One.)
R. Lopez. '
Capitol T
Julian Trujillo, Chairman.
T. Labadie.
J. W. Mullens, 'i
Military Affairs b
J V. Tully, Chairman.
J. W. Chavez.
J A. Young. ' - r
C Hilton. v- - v
P. E. Carter.
Live Stock
Duncan McGillivray, Chairman.
J. V. Tully.
P. Moreno. .
Z. Padilla.
J. D. Casados. . .
J. L. House.
Florence Love. "' "
Enrolled Bills . " pO. T. Toombs, Chairman.
J. R. Skidmore.
G. W. Tripp.
J. J. Clancy.
T. Labadie.
J. T. Evans.
. r: -
thn the Present inefficient andcost of fuel power. Recognizing that durable system or rather lack ofthe most efficient use of water power, 8'stem. of every Wtte precinct beingrequires a considerable degree of uni- -
fled control, the commissioner makes' Permitted to have two of three pover-
ties recommendation for the develop- - school districts with dilap-men- t
of public water powers: I 'dated school houses, inefficient teach- -
"The public can either develop and ers and less than five months a year
operate the sites, selling the energy at school, or perhaps, no school at all.
market rates, or the public may lease
the sites at a rental fairly represent-- ' "The Earth" for March is devoted
ing its natural value." The commis- - to the country tributary to the Santa
sioner favors the rental system. Fe Railroad in Kansas, just as the
The water power of the country, de-- previous number was devoted to
and practically capable of de-- ZOna, and the numbers before that to
velopment at this time, probably does Kew Mexico, Texas and California,
not exceed 25,000,000 horsepower, Mr. ThR rK nf thrift
A year ago feeling between Mexicans'
and foreigners was comparatively
friendly. This cannot be said now,
The foreigners are weary of constant
financial loss, of being looted and lis
tening to Insults which they dare not
resent.It is possible to write yards and
yards of stuff on the Senatorships and "There are a few of us who wouldnot abandon the country for good and
THe Acme of Insurance !
Inthefamou. "SELF SUSTAINING POLICY " written ex
". exclusively toy the
RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COViPAM Y
V of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
the ACME of Life Insurance U nderwrit ing has ' been reached. IT
IS THE MOST LIBERAL POLICY WRITTEN. Let us explain ft'. to
you! "A RELIANCE policy indeed is truly a reliance In time of need."
THE OCEANQACCIDENT AND, GUARANTEE CORPORATION,
of London, England, write? aty kinds of Accident, Health,
Automobile and Liability Insurance. For Fidelity and Surety
Bonds, the EQUITABLE-SURET- Y COMPANY, of St. Louis, is
'
a peer. x'-- '; i"
HAII X HAH AGENTS, 21 CAPITAL BANK BUILDING,HALL (X HALL, santafe,newmbxico. f
Smith says. The total developed water ould be stutt eagr,y fead h7prosperity give a forecast of the all if it could be done without finan-
cial ruin. The closing of the1 Vast prop
tically every one. But it would be
misleading. This in reply to the ques-
tion that not only the New Mexican erties of the American Smelting and
i""" """" rarmmg and
power. Jhe total sta ionar, power that , coming to NewP
wsed in United States steam, wa- - .
" nt Wtre is conser- -ter and gas--is probably over 30,000, fv pref
ative; safe( and 8ae- - in 5 8 actin8- -000 horse power me impression made
Refining Company at Velardina : Isreaders are asking, but in response to!
merely a forecast of what must come,
Here was a thriving city of 12,000
J. W. Campbell.
O. H. Tucker. ... ' ..
X B. Burg.
"
"
;
Rules . i' .. r"
J. R. Skldraore;v Chairman.
queries that are coming to the New
Mexican from every part of the nation,
showing the intense and widespread In- -Manv a conscientious 1udee would outside by the state adopting a safe persons all dependent, upon the onera-tio-
.of the three mines, ine .'twenty--rather be assassinated in the court and sane constitution. What is. Art- - terest in New Mexico's choice to the
room fhatf at the polls. The Virginia zona's loss In that respect, should be Senatorships. Next week will de-
mob whicitjfisterdav, shot down the New Mexico's gain. .tj - , cide; - . x -
seven kilometers of railroad and thti
smelter of the, compayj.5r4W'mut
M. P. Manzanares.
.
O. T. Toombs, r-- ,Kj.-- ;
.SJjr;
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month with Mrs. T. D. Burns. Thei nrnrniui purimnii MRS. UNDHARTMisses Baca will remain in the citylor a ween wnen tney expect to rer.nuuwu. mim turn to their home in Is Vegas.
H. C. Kinsell, well known sheep
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL $50,900 00
Does a General Banking Business
GOOD ENOUGH
FOR US!
raiser of Stanley, and former sheriffI don't know which ever is worst, to
ot Santa Fe county, arrived in Santa Millinersee the beautiful times that there arein the world and not be in 'em, or to
see people that might be in 'em and
ain't. Mrs. A. D. Whitney.
125 Palace AvenueAttorney Hugh J. Collins, editor ofthe Ealance Wheel, is in the Capital.Your Patronage Solicited
WILL PAY PRICE
Fe last evening and is a guest at the
Montezuma.
Ralph Easley, a well known young
attorney, with offices in Santa Fe and
Estancia, left today for Santa Fe, hav-
ing spent yesterday in Albuquerque.
Albuquerque Herald.
Benigno C. Hernandez, who presided
over the Republican state convention
and was the first delegate elected, to
the Chicago convention, left for- his
Rio Arriba county home this forenoon.
Judge Julius Staab of the Bernalillo
probate court, left today on the Saxtta
Fe limited for the Grand Canon and
southern California. He will return
to Albuquerque in two or three weeks.
Albuquerque Herald.
1. E. LAUGHLIN, President ... H. F. STEPHENS, Ctshier,
-
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier FOR OLD CRIME.
Mrs. H. P. Bardshar is reported cri-
tically ill in a hospital in Kansas City.
Clarence Iden of Las Vegas, is visit-
ing his brother, Earl D. Iden and
bride.
H. H. Brook of the Ramon Vigil land
grant, went to Denver yesterday
morning.
Sheriff and Mrs. Julius Meyers have
returned to Estancia after a visit in
Santa Fe.
jailed Three Times for Murder Wat
Released for Lack of
Evidence.
Established 1856. Incorporated 1903. (By Sppcial lasel Wire to Now Mexican)
Laredo, Texas, March 15. Convict-
ed of having slain G. J. Levyitanski, a
Laredo jeweler last December for $12,-0(1-
or $15,(ioo in diamonds, J. B.
Colonel E. W. Eaton of Socorro, is
the guest of his daughter, Mrs. C. H.
Gildersleeve, east Palace avenue. HeAbout Due! is the oldest resident from the states Compton, was sentenced to be hanged'in New Mexico, being a "forty-niner.- " here today. The execution marked
Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality mater-
ials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL. TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
take the place of wool in yout suit.
"
That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow ! tie knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
CLOTHES. They will not shrink on your back. Form-fittin- g
and shape-retainin- g. EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED. Prices as cheap
as you are paying for half cotton.
A Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for
A Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of
A Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice
A Suit for $35.00you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.
the climax of a long police hunt. Aft-
er Compton had been jailed three
times, and twice released for lack of
evidence, Lonnie Franks, who helped
uunng me tivu war he held a cap-
taincy in New Mexico.
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval of Santa
Fe will spend a strenuous week in Al-
buquerque and surrounding country him with the crime, was caught andfor a week beginning Monday next, confessed. Then Compton admitted
E. W. Dobson, the attorney of Albu-
querque, returned to his home yester-
day afternoon.
Mrs. W. A. Moore, wife of the insur-
ance inspector of Albuquerque, is a
visitor at the Palace.
A. C. Ringling, district forester, re-
turned to his headquarters in Albu-- !
querque last evening.
D. N. Hartley, a surveyor of Clay-
ton, is a visitor in the city and a
guest at the Montezuma.
Attorney C. E. Hartley, of Springer,
arrived in the city last evening and
registered at the Montezuma.
Aldo Leopold, of the forest service,
returned to his headquarters at Tres
Piedras, Taos county, last evening.
H. M. Dougherty the attorney of So- - j
corro, arrived in the Capital last ev-
ening and registered at the Palace, j
D. C. Collier, president of the San
On that day the archbishop will ar his part in the murders. Franks was
sentenced to life imprisonment. j
I nmnnw rriAi cToiirr
IS HANGING FIRE.
(By Special I.rascd Wire to Now Moxiean)
London, March 15. Another dead-
lock has been reached in the negotia
house cleaning will soonSPRING
and now is the time to
plan the changes that you want to
make. We have made a special
effort to secure a nobby line of por-tier- s,
couch covers in all designs,
carpets and rugs, oil cloth and lin-oleu- m.
Come in and look over this
r ,r
. line. - It ma J be a suggestion for
v
youV We have just unpacked a full
.
.. line of ; viT
tions for a settlement of the coal
strike. There can be no question that
a feeling of discontent is growing
among the miners. Warwickshire
miners, it was reported today, threat-
en to get out of hand because of dis-
satisfaction with the amount of strike
benefit.
May Be Patched Up Yet. j
London, March 15. There will be
no further joint meetings of the
rive in Albuquerque and accompanied
by assistants, will travel about, visit-
ing the various parishes in the moun-
tains and valleys, bestowing the sac-
rament of confirmation on hundreds of
candidates. Albuquerque Herald.
G. Cecil Boult, who has visited
every country on the face of the
globe except Mexico, why has had med-
als pinned on him by Queen Victoria
and later by King Edward for bravery
at the relief of Mafeking. at the battle
of Paardeberg and at other battles
during the war with the Boers, arrived
from Albuquerque yesterday noon and
left last evening for Las Vegas. He
is correspondent for newspapers in
all parts of the world from Capetown
to Singapore and from Buenos Ayres
to Montreal.
Carl A. Bishop was showing W. S.
Berdan of New York, who is general
agent, and E. C. Willey of Denver,
special agent of the North British &
Mercantile Insurance Company, the
sights of Santa Fe today. The visit-
ors stopped over in Santa Fe for a
day on their way west.
Representative J. J. Clancy has ar-
rived from Santa Rosa. He had been!
seriously ill and had been detained on;
W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
Diego exposition, left the city today
for a short visit to the Valley Ranch.
E. Uhlfelder and family have arrived
from Albuquerque and taken posses-
sion of the Napoleone house on Capi-- :
tal Hill. V . .
A. B. McMillen, the attorney of Al-- 1
buquerque, arrived in the city yester--
day afternoon, and is stopping at the
Palace.
William A. Tipton, of Santa Fe, :
came down last night to spend a day'
or two here on business matters.
Very Fine Table Linen, Napkins, Etc. FOR HONEST PRICESTHE MASTER TAILORS.miners and the coal owners this week
but it is reported that the negotiators
do not despair of reaching an agree-
ment. The conference at the foreign
olilce adjourned tonight.Albuquerque Journal. jRevenue Agent R. H. Love of DenEI 8. COMPANY ver, arrived in the city yesterday and LA FOLLETTE TOis transacting official business at the1 federal building today.P. O. Box, 219. Phone 36 GENTLEMEN: 5 MEN'S YOUTHS' and BOYS'O. L. Owen, who w'as yesterday
sworn in as a member of the corpora
CAMPAIGN NORTHWEST SOON.j
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Jamestown, X. D., March 15. Sena-to- r
La Follette, of Wisconsin,
here today, that he would
campaign Xebraska, Oregon and , 8
55353j5S 53S5HS33f'S5a55W3aWS tion commission, and Mrs. Owen and
w
K
the children are guests at the Monte-- ,
zuma.
The Misses Aurelia and Maria Baca, '
sisters of Assistant Superintendent of
Public Instruction Baca, arrived yes-- !
terday from Tierra Amarilla where
they have been visiting for the past
that account.
Former Warden Cleofes Romero is
in Santa Fe on his way home from
Santa Rosa.
Mrs. W. H. H. Llewellyn and her
two daughters spent Wednesday in
Washington in April, previous to the
presidential preference primaries in
those states. The announcement fol-
lowed a conference with Walter L.
INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS,
Spring 2id Summer Clothing
The styles are SWELL and MATERIALS that you can select
from that will surely please you. Some fine wash suits for
boys. Mothers, come to see them.
HTIelignian dry goods co.
Las Cruces. They have taken up their
residence for the present on the Ma-
jor's ranch near LeasLurg. Las Cru-
ces Democrat.
REAL ESTATE, RENTING.
The Insurance and Surety Companies we represent
Houser, his campaign manager, just
back from the Pacific coast.
"Gifford Pinchot knows that Roose-
velt not only encouraged, but was fav-
orable to La Follette's candidacy un-
til it came to appear that it might
succeed," said Mr. Houser in a state-
ment today.
COAL STRIKE INEVITABLE.are the strongest in the world, and our list of Real Es- -
Manicuring, Massaging,
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial
.lines, absolutely removed. All
kinds of hair work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
Phone 5075 343 San Francisco St.
(Continued From Page One.)i ,!:.. :. I :(. u.ll a.. .: . Ai-- , .,. f -11
- 3 ! -- l ! r 1 r-- . . n the miners reply of their willingness BALLOON BUCKEYE
LOST NEAR SAN ANTONIO.or unwillingness to compromise.
Miners' Demands Rejected.
Xew York, March 15. "Will there ACREAGE Seven
acre tract situate near
Ball Park. No buildings.
Land in line of development
be a strike?" Mr. White was asked. "I
aeni roucies or snow you our usi or rveai Bargains.
ESTABLISH ED OVER 30 YEARS.
o.c.watson &ca
INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS, REAL ESTATE.
can't say as to that," he replied. "The
of City, and would make a fine truck garden or
."' - - m j !
miners officials will discuss the mat
ter this afternoon."
(By Spocial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Antonio, Te'ias, March 15.
Failure to hear from the Baloon Buck-
eye, since it shot from the ground
Wednesday night and sailing away
northward, it is believed, is due to
unusual weather conditions. J. H.
Wade of Cleveland is the pilot, and
Tom Cook of San Antonio, aide.
The meeting between the miners
H. S. KAUNE 5 GO
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
and operators was brief. Mr. White
Phone, Red 189. 119 San Francisco St. j I read the miners' reply to the operators rejection to the miners' demand.
chicken ranch. Must De turned immediately in
order that estate may be closed. We will quote
BARGAIN PRICE for immediate cash sale.
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital CityJank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
It was rejected without comment and
the meeting adjourned. None of the
operators was willing to talk.
"We regret the position you, have
taken," the miners reply reads, "asThe Supreme Luxury
we had hoped that as the representa
POLITICS ANDP0LITIGIAN3
Taft Endorsed.
The regular Republicans of New
Mexico have endorsed President Taft
and sent an uninstructed delegation of
Taft men to the convention at Chi-
cago. From the character of the men
selected, the Republican electorate
may feel satisfied they will be well
and ably represented. Raton Range.
tives of the anthracite coal operators
you would consider the great change
in conditions existing now as com-
pared with those of 1902 on which the
coal strike committee gave its awards, n
ANNOUNCEMENT
HAVE just received our Spring Style Book con-
tainingWE all the Latest and Up-to-d- Fabrics
for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
... of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any more
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT :: :: :: ::
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK JULIUS H. GERDES.
and would therefore recognize the rea JIST RECEIVED,
A CARLOAD
OF NEW FURNITURESTRICTLY NEWsonableness of the demands of the an
thracite mine workers and make such
concessions as industrial and market
conditions and conditions of living un
questionably now warrant."
Let Him Know It If you are out of
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the i
New Mexican will reach every busi--
ness and professional man in the city j
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special tal-- :
hM"iSJr2i. GUM FURNITURE
The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.JEWEL R Y
YOU NEVER GO WRONG Off WHAT YOU BUY HERE
of Coffee Drinking
"CHASE &
SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE
HIGH-GRAD- E
COFFEE"
Is the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from theworld's
choicest coffees, and its ex-
quisite favor never varies.
ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF
Chase & Sanborn's Teas.
H S. KAUNE 8 60.
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of S)
SECRETARY HAYWARD DECIDES
IN FAVOR OF NEW MEXICO.
Washington, D. C, March 15 There
will be no contest in the Republican
national convention in Chicago over
the seating of eight delegates from
New Mexico, according to statements
by officers of the national committee.
Although New Mexico is strictly en-
titled to but six, under the call of the
convention issued by the national com-
mittee in December, secretary Hay-war-
to who:n the question was re-
ferred, has decided to institute no
action to prevent seating the in-
creased number. New Mexico is the
only state that loses a congressman
by the new apportionment bill; and is
therefore the only one where a reduc-
tion in the representation to the Chi-
cago convention occurs.
every w.ripi.iuii. Oliver ware, wui uiass, ueco-rate- dChina, Watches, Clocks, Etc.
leSaMe Jeweler J-- J. C. YONTZ, NEW GOODSSPRING MILLINERY
HATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONS
MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC. i
Also have Crochet Threads, Slip-
per Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
a fine assortment of Stamped
Goods for French and Eyelet Em-
broidery, etc.
MISS A. MUGLER,
Southeast of Plaza.
JAMES C. McCONVERYj
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204. :::: 415 Palace Avenue.
M-LU-
CM RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
Next Door to Postoffice,
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for the upbuild-
ing of our new State.) !
3
mmNO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL 3
oListen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
You pay for, by having it right where you are using it. It saves on vour light bill and SAVES THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea thai these lamos are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.- ft 3
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SASTA FE. X. 3f. FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1912.pace six
Mi Louis Hncky
CURES
. SKIN DISEASES
MORE THAN HUNDRED NEW
HOMESTEADS AROUND DEMING.
Total of Seventeen Thousand Acres
Patented in Luna County
During Year.
Date Muffins
A New Way of Using Dates
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
The value of dates as a food is hardly
appreciated. They are wholesome,
nutritious, and when used in K C Date
Muffins, makt a recipe that is
by the entire family.
! rm.A rf 11 e'Lrin Hicaacaa Ho trnPAfi tn Snmft TlllTTinr Or flCld ill
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
wwnwTiwuww yfirwvEDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms 17-1- 8
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.
Pacific Railway Company WW the blood; the cuticle is always healthy where the circulation is free fromImpurities. When the blood is infected with acrid or unhealthy matter it
cannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its tem-- I
perature and preserving its normal softness, pliability and healthfulness.iTnotourl tt irritates and inflames the delicate fibres and tissues around the
Deming, N. M., March 14. A com-
plete abstract of the records at the
land office shows that there have been
102 homestead and desert land claims
patented in the Deming country dur
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO
pores and glands and produces some of the many forms of skin disease.
The itching and stinging so often accompanying skin affections are producedIn effect Keb. 18tl. 1911 I Read TJp)(Re4'lown) ing the last year. These claims aver-
age a little over 160 acres each, as
there were eight desert claims of 320
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorney
Practlc in Tje Distri t Court macres each, 67 homestead and desert
by the deposit from tne Diooa or tne acria nuiuura wim wmuu iu 13 micu,into the sensitive membranous flesh lying just beneath the outer covering,
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glands. This explains why
scratching the outer skin affords no relief from the itching and burning.
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases of every character by purifying the blood. It
goes down into the circulation and removes the humors or acids which are
ran sin 0 th rrniihln. builds 110 the weak, acrid blood, and permanently cures
wtui as before tn Supreme Courtclaims of 160 acres each,
and seven
claims of eighty acres each. I'pon
the average aoove specified, there
tne terntoi.
ua. Cruces, New Mexieu.
was a total of land patented in Lunaevery variety
of skin affection. Local applications can only soothe; they
never cure because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. goes right into the
circulation, reaches the trouble and cures it by removing the cause. Book
on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
county during the last twelve months
of 17,040 acres. This means an in-
crease in taxable values of $170,400.00
U 19 Miles i STATIONS 2 12 34
p m 7 p m m a m p in p m
8 SO 0 Lv..ie8 Moines. N. M...Ar 3 0
f. H 40 4 Kumsldo 2 65
. 9 05 11 Dedmau 2 3
.. 20 16 (Japulln 2 30
35 20 Vigil 2 10
9 50 25 Thompson 160
loOO 2S Melodic 14O
10 10 31 Uanningnam 130
10 35 42
....Clifton House N.M 1230
........ 11 00 4 Ar Raton, N. M Lv VJ 10
2 ait 1 0 .Lv Katon.N.M Ar 9 50
S 7 .. (Uifton House X' M.. 9 39
"32 48 sPreatou s 12
3 45 56 Koebler Junction 8 55
4 15 68 fOolfax 8 20
1 43 76 Oerroaoso 8 22
6 00 82 Ar Otaftrron Lv 8 00
16 10 Lv Olmarrou Ar 7 46
6 18 P6 Naah am 6 35
5 28 33 Harlan 6 27
5 45 94 Ar Ut9 Park. N. M...Lv 6 17
....
6 00
pm
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice in all the District Court'
and gives special attention to canes.in one year, taking the valuation at$10 per acre. before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Off cs: Laughlln BIS, Santa Fa. N. M.As land is passed to patent year by
year, it is generally subdivided and
sold out in smaller tracts. There areQuarter of a Century Ago. CHAS. W. G. WARD,District Attorney for Fourth Judicial
K C Date Muffins
One-thir- d cup butler; )i cup sugary
leg?; H P milk; 2 cups flour; 3 levc
tcaspoonuls A' C Baking Powder;
tcaspoonful salt; scant Yt pound dates.
Cream the butter, add the sugar and
the egff, beaten light. Sift together
three times, the flour, baking powder
and salt; add these to the first mixture,
alternately with the milk; beat
thoroughly and add the dates, stoned
and cut in pieces. To bake, have a
slow oven until the muffins double in
bulk, then increase heat to bake and
brown quicklv. Muffins baked this way
will be light, appetizing and more
easily digested.
This is only one of the many appetiz-
ing recipes found in the K C Cook's
Book.
The wonderful K C Cook's Book is
substantially bound and printed in nine
colors, contains ninety tested and easily- -
District.
at the present several large tracts in
the vicinity of Deming being sold
out in ten-acr- e blocks, some of them ias Vegas, New Mexico.
with water developed.From the New Mexican of Tuesday Evening, March 15, 1887.
HARRY D. MOULTONThe largest tract being at present
placed on the market is that of the
Homeplot Company. Within the last
The Board of Trade has not yet
been able to get all the land it pro-
mised the federal government for an
Indian School.
Attnrnev-at-La-
eighteen months this company lias
Geronimo's Apaches ave being in-
structed by tne Brothers of St. Jo-
seph's Academy at St. Francis Bar-
racks and are making good progress
in the Catholic catechism. The pri-
soners number 446, and are rapidly
acquiring the English language. They
are peaceful and maintain good order.
Thousands of tourists are returning
colonist Fares!
I TO I
sold over sixty ten-acr- e blocks to ac-
tual settlers and developers, and a
ereat number of these small Tacts
Thirty of Santa Fe's more progres-
sive businessmen have subscribed
$100 each to drill for artesian water. Santa fe, N. M.Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.They are certain they will strike ar Land Claims and Contests a Specialtyare being at present
reclaimed. All
of this land lies within a mile or two
of the city limits, and its rapid deve
tesian water and that eventually the
home because of the smallpox epide-- ! 200,000 acres of arid but fertile farm
made recipes Dy iurs. janet iucncu.ic
Hill, of the world famous Boston Cook-
ing School Magazine.
You can secure a copy FREE by send-
ing the colored certificate packed in
cans of KC Baking Powder to the
Jaques Mfg Co., Chicago.
Be sure to write name and address
plainly. 3
Chas. F. Easley. Chas. R. Eaalay1 lopment means an Immense increase
in suburban population of Deming.
lands subsidiary to Santa Fe will be
reclaimed. The drill machinery has
been provided. A meeting was held
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon andjWashington Points
mic at Los Angeles. The city author-
ities are trying to conceal the actual
condition of facts.
The Philadelphia and Reading Rail
EASLEY & EASLPY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tiva courts and befort
Another tract which has been upon
the market, for a short time is the
thousand acres of the Little Vineyard Land Department.
at Colonel Breeden's office. C. M
Creamer was chairman, and P. H
Kuhn secretary.
road Company has increased the
wages of its employes from 8 to 15 Land grants
and titles examined.:FROM veloping lana in the vicinity of Carne.The Southern Pacific is hauling in Santa. Fe, N. M., branch Office EctaoH. S. Clancy returned from a tripper cent. forty car loads of dirt to fill in the
Company lying one, two and three
miles east of Deming. Thirty ten
acre tracts have been sold by this
company within the last few months.
da, N. M.to southern Santa Fe county report-Peck's Bad Boy appeared at Cat i:All Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande ron's hall tonight. Seat sale at Det-,in- g mining operations around Dolores approaches to their crossings on GoldAvenue and Silver Avenue, which cros-
sings are in the Park which is nowEach tract is has put down three imtelbacli's. (more active than ever a'd feeling cer- -
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in all the Courts and BeC. H. Gildersleeve and Mr. and Mrs. tain that southern Santa Fe county being built.William M. Beiger went to Las Vegas ; will become a greater gold producer fore the Interior Department.
today. ! than California. The following registered
at the
Chamber of Commerce Monday: W.
mense wells capable of delivering
from 1000 to 1500 gallons of water per
minute each. The wells are equipped
with large turbine pumps which are
operated with electricity. Two of the
wells would be sufficient to furnish
Taos, New Mexico.Colonel J. T. Grayson of San Fran- - Editorial
"Every governor of Arizona since W. Payner and wife, Columbia, Mo;J C. Whittle, Lemoore, California;
cisco is a visitor in the Capital.
E. F. Bishop, clerk of the U. S. court
at Denver, his daughter Miss Anna
the organization of the territory has
left the gubernatorial mansion of the
C O. McLean Clovis, N. M; C. R
H. L. ORTIZ,
Attorney and counselTor-at-La-
Practicing before all the courts 10
the Territory.
Santa Fe New Mexico
Sloak, Dexter, Mo; W. R. Brown, Elterritory under a cloud and why? In
ON SALE DAILY
March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc.,"call fon
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P- -
Paso; J. R. Morgonstern, Westfieldevery instance it can be shown they
Bishop and A. K. Tilton and C. D.
Garley, also of Denver, are spending
several days in Santa Fe on their way N. Y.; Jas. Potts, Clovis, N. M.A. T. Lomn of Browawood, Texas,surrounded themselves by evil advisers. The above remark will come
moved here with his family today to
begin farming in the Mimbres Valley.
near fitting New Mexico; but just now
we are worse off as the executive and
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.
He brought with him two gasoline enhis evil advisers appear to be in per gines, household goods, and a carloadtect accord. An incompetent exe of stock.A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
water at all times but in order to
make assurance double sure and as a
safeguard against ? breakdown of one
of the plants, the company has a third
auxiliary well which can be put into
operation at a moment's notice. The
average size of the tract sold being
ten acres, the reclamation of the en-
tire tract means the addition to Dem-ing'- s
suburban population of 100 fa-
milies or 500 population.
Another addition adjoining the town
site has just recently been opened
and put upon the market. It is
known as the "Orchard Addition," and
is subdivided into town lots, and
blocks of five and ten acres. Quite a
number of these tracts have been sold
cutive controlled by evil advisers J. A. Kinnear haa let the contracta fearful impediment to the prospe-
rity of any territory. Deming Head for a new gray-blu-
e brick bungalow
to cost $3200.00. It is on the lot adlight." joining the one which he recentlyThe Colorado legislature has killed
THE PROBERT
ADVERTISING AGENCY.
Advertisements Place in Any Publica-
tion in the World.. Write Us
for Rates, Etc., Lock Box 56.
completed on Copper Avenue.the immigration appropriation bill Mrs. Ralph C. Ely has returned
to Mexico.
The large dam with 40.000,000 gal-
lons capacity at Romerovine is being
filled and a thousand acres will be
reclaimed at once and an orchard of
1500 fruit trees has been planted.
La Golondrina was rendered for the
first time at the daily concert by the
military band today in the Plaza. La
Paloma was also played. La Golon-
drina is sure to become a favorite
with music lovers in Santa Fe.
The territorial assessors will meet
tomorrow.
Judge Prince delivered a lecture on
New Mexico at Passaic, N. J. He also
has appointments to speak at Boston,
Hartford, Rochester, Newark and Phi-
ladelphia.
The Plaza would be more attractive
if the alfalfa were irrigated, the pa-
goda nailed together, the trees trim-
med and the fence treated to a fresh
coat of paint.
and the Denver Republican thinks it
was an unwise thing to do. Our le from Las Cruces, where she went tomake final proof on her desert claimgislature killed an immigration appro NEW MEXICOMr. Ely went on to Santa Fe to atend TAOS, .within the past month, and a number
of neat cottages ave being constructed
priation bill and most of our people
think it a wise act. But then we the Republican state convention, andthe opening of the legislature.
Mr. Moshling, recently here from
Germany, has purchased 320 acres
of land two miles southwest of Dem
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p.
And by Appointment
ing, and nas hired a traction engine
had nobody that could be trusted to
handle the funds. We have a Dem-
ocratic excuse for a territorial gov-
ernment.
"Another of our great men has gone
the way of all the world. Startle not,
good governor, Jhis is not intended to
frighten you."
;ind gang plows with which to break
m.fifty acres at once. He will put down
an irrigation well immediately. Mr.
upon the tracts sold.
Sarn Schwing selling out. eight
acres of land lying a mile east of
town in ten acre blocks, and he re-
ports thai this tract will be closed
out in a short time.
Besides this rapid subdivision in
the immeoiate vicinity of Deming, 160
acre tracts are giving place to forty
and eighty acre tracts as one proceeds
into the country. Mr. Bean of Sander-
son, Texas, recently bought forty acres
just south of the Orchard Addition,
which he will improve. W. E. Fow
Moshling is an experienced German
farmer.
f Lil
New Mexico Military
Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The West Point of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War De-
partment as "Distinguished Institu-
tion." Arm? officers detailed by Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, prepar-
ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vu(l
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow daring ths
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
ta all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. Or. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Sujiertntendent
ROAD IMPROVEMENT i Mrs. H. F. Parr, Mrs. Caufmann, Miss
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washingtos
Ave. nsxt door to Public Library.
Office Jours 11 a. m. u 12:30 p. n
2 tf i p. !. Evenings.
Phone Black: 47.
UNDER CARLSBAD PROJECT. Jim Penny and H. D. Woolley. Judge
Freeman made a very interesting ad Hotel Arrivals
Paiace.
H. D. Archuleta, Nacozari, Ariz.
Antonio Lucero, City.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Spicer, Deep
Farmers Are Taking Much Interest
And Are Donating Five to Ten
Day's Work.
ler is now developing a forty-acr- e tract
two mile southeast. J. W. Dines re
dress. Refreshments were next serv-
ed. The attendance was large and
the occasion was enjoyed by all.
High Hopes.
River, Conn.Carlsbad, N. M., March 12, 1912. This week saw the opening of the
cently bouffht eighty acres southwest
of Deming, and later sold twenty
acres to H. H. Richardson. Both of
these tracts now have pumping-plant- sMary
E. Moberley of Chicago has first legislature of the State of Ne.v
DP. J. M. DIAZ,
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Biack
just purchased 50 acres at Otis at Mexico. It is to be hoped that the
$100.00 an acre. She will take pos- - highest ideals will guide the mem-sessio- n
as soon as the papers canbe hers of the g body, for d
up and begin extensive improve- - j on the faithful discharge of their
Susan Spicer, Norwich, Conn.
Mrs. C. E. Divelbliss, AlDuquerque.
Mrs. W. A. Moore, Albuquerque.
H. M. Dougherty, Socorro.
Thomas T. Barlow, City.
A. B. McAlilien, AiDuqurque.
J. C. Kenmouth, Los Angeles.
Miss Aurelia Baca, East Las Vegas.
installed, and are being put into cul-
tivation.
The old Evans homestead four miles
southwest of Deming has been sub-
divided into forty acre tracts, and W.
ments. Willard Smith of Oklahoma duties so much of the future welfare
and progress of the new state de E. Jones has bought and is reclaimingpends. Silver City Independent. OFFICE HOURS. I to 3 P. M.
one forty-acr- e tract.
has moved to his new farm just south
or Otis that he purchased about a
month ago. Mr. Smith brought a num-
ber of good cows and will give dairy-
ing especial attention. J. M. Ruyts
has bought another tract adjoining
his place at Otis. He is making a
It is becoming increasingly apparent
that the Mimbres Valley is going to
be cut into small farms. The high
FOR SALE A lot of second handDULL DAY IN NEWYORK STOCK MARKET.
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shaft
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican) priced fruits and vegetables can begrown here in aoundance, so that it is
evident that intensive farming will
specialty of beekeeping, which has
made him good money the past three
New York, March 15. Business fell
off in a marked manner during the
Miss Maria Baca, East Las Vegas.
A. B. Wallis, La Junta.
M. A. Sanchez, Waiesnburg, Colo.
B. B. de Crevecouer, City.
J. K. Craeghead, Denver.
L. J. Chapman, Trinidad.
H. G. Houston, New York City.
D. C. Huntzinger, El Paso.
E. C. Miller, El Paso.
A. Goitze, Phoenix.
A. E. Standen, Chicago.
E. G. Cooper, Denver.
Clarence Iden, Las Vegas.
Henry Lunt, San Carlos, Ariz.
E. Uhlt'elder and family, Albuquer
take the place of general farming. Ofsecond hour on the stock market to
W. L. DeCLOVV,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Remov-
ing His Business to New Mexico.
I am arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
tipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15'
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
course, there will always remain
years.
The roads of the Carlsbad project
are being improved. The farmers are
day, but the list yielded little despite
further realizing. The ease with
ing; one 12 horse power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, first clas
condition; one 40 horse power loco-
motive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pass '.d upon by"
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gaso-
line tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If inieriisted. ad-
dress the New Merle oi Printing Com-
pany, Santa Fe, Ne.v Mexico
some large farms of 100 or 200 acres
upon which alfalfa and beans are
grown, and stock fed for the market.taking
much interest in the work and which stocks were absorbed was the
are donating from five to ten days most impressive feature of the early
extra worn with men and teams. The j session, particularly in United States But the tendency at present is rapidly
toward fanning intensively a smallerhighway from Malaga the most south-- ' Steel, where the selling on the bulgeMares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please acreage.was heaviest. que.erly point in the Carlsbad Project, to
Roswell is being rushed and will There can be no question that awrite me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors. G. A. Atkinson, Trinidad.
Montezuma.
S. T. Schell, Denver.
country of small farms forms the
surest basis of growth and prosperity
G. C. Cecil Bout, Brantford, Canada.
W. DeCLOVV.
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap-
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
9HT mm
make a splendid driveway for over
125 miles when completed. The gap
between Carlsbad and Lakewood is
yet to be finished, a distance of 17
miles. R. M. Thome, the secretary
of the Roswell-Malag- a road associa-
tion, has kept things moving since
the plan was launched last fall.
The Royal Arch Masons gave a so-
cial gathering at their hall Saturday
night for members and friends in
Bonds were steady. Low priced
stocks benefitei1 from the revival of
active speculation in the Eries, all of
which were up a point or more. The
common stock sold at 38 or within 8
of its best figure of last year. Gould
issues became prominent and there
was a spurt of activity in Atchison and
Baltimore and Ohio. The market
closed heavy. Selling pressure in-
creased and many stocks relapsed to
below yesterday's closing. The de-
lay in the settlement of the English
coal strike, fears of a similar difficulty
here, profit taking and some deter-
mined short selling contributed to the
heaviness.
a)) --WebstefS
mil. New
A. C. De Ball, Dallas.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Iden, City.
J. Byrne, St. Louis.
C. M. Roha, Kansas City, Mo.
C. E. Hartley, Springer.
D. M. Hartley, Clayton.
W. W. Nichols, City.
J. C. Kenmouth, Los Angeles.
H. E. Hayward, Coulmbus, O.
H. J. Collins, Albuquerque.
Joe Simon, Kansas City, Mo.
L. F. Woody, St. Louis.
Society Stationery The New Mexi-- i NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
can Printing Company have on hand Department of the Interior,
and can make up promptly the latest L, s lMnd offlce at Santa Ke N M iv International
March 5, 1912lurms in society stationery, me new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or-
ders taken for engraved and em ill Dictionaryhonor
of Judge A. A. Freeman, Who
is spending some time among old
friends. A. fine musical program was
rendered by Mrs. R. M. Fessenden,
Notice is hereby given that Encar-nasio- n
Gonzales of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, who on October 12, 1906
1 1bossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
Makes a tfreat difference in most women. They are troubled with
for a town to which it is tributary.
It has been conservatively estimated
that the Mimbres Valley tributary to
Deming can support a farming popu-
lation of 25,000
Superintendent J. H. Dyer, Assist-
ant Superintendent Hickey, and Mas-
ter Car Repairer Dickerman, all of
the S. P., were in Deming yesterday
and last night in the private car of
Mr. Dyer. They attended, the y
opening, and were very compl-
imentary concerning the metropolitan
airs which Deming is assuming.
Dr. J. M. Williams was thrown vio-
lently from his buggy this morning on
Gold Avenue, his horse having become
unmanageable. The physician who
was called states that his injuries are
not serious, unless it should develop
that there is some internal disorder.
F. G. Saxby, of Oxnard, California,
is here on business.
Ralph Snoddy, Louis Teel and Ben
Jenkins, Jr., came here yesterday
from El aso in automobiles, leaving
Ei Paso about ten thirty a. m., and
arriving here at eight o'clock in the
evening. They got off the road this
side of Came and became tangled up
in the flood waters of the Mimbres,
causing them considerable delay and
inconvenience. They will visit Lords-bur- g
and Silver City before returning
to El Paso.
W. T. Wheat and J. E. Dart, both of
A. E. Dorman, Denver.
H. C. Kinsell, Stanley.
O. L. Owen and family, City.
Charles A. Holden, Oklahoma City.
C. L. Clausen, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Sophie Southwick, Hart, Mich.
R. S. Love, Denver.
Dan Hayes, Moriarty.
L. D. Fassett, Kingfisher, Okla.
Coronado.
C. G. Ackers, Albuquerque.
Domingo Balles, Socorro.
T. B. McCoy, Alamosa.
Antonio Duran, Galisteo.
Rates
made Homestead Entry, No. 10107
(07S70), for S NW S 2 NE
Section 3, Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M., P. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
to the hind above described, before
The Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex-
ico, on the jith day of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Rafa-
el Montoya, Anadeto Contreros, Anas-- ,
tr.cio Pacheco and Macario Jimengs,
j all of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
they suffer from backache, headache, sleeplessness, a sensation of irritability or
twitching, hot flashes, dizzy spells, or many other symptoms of female weakness.
The local disorder and inflammation should be treated with Dr. Pierce's Lotion
Tablets and the Irregularity and weakness of the female system corrected and
strengthened with Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. The strain upon the young
woman or the women of middle age upon the nerve and blood forming structures-m- ay
be too great for her strength. This is the time to take this restorative tonio
and strength-givin- g nervine and regulator. For over forty years sold by druggists
for woman's peculiar weaknesses and distressing ailments. The one remedy so perfect
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER?
Dp-,,- .,- it is a NEW CEEA--
,, TION, covering everyfield of the world's thought,
action and culture. The only
new unabridged dictionary in
many years.
Because defines over 400,000
.
M orris , more than ever
before appeared between two
covers. 2700 Pages, eooo XI'lustrations.
Becanse 11 the only dictionary
with the new divided
page. A "Stroke of Genius."
Became 11 an encyclopedia in
a single volume.
IWani ft is accepted by theCourts gohools and
Pre sa as the one supreme au-
thority.
Became he WBO knows Wins
n Success. Let us tall
yon about this new work.
1; BLADDER;!
TO
CALIFORNIA
$25.00
FROM SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
Low Rates to the Northwest.
SEE ANY SANTA FE AGENT FOR
PARTICULARS.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE.N.M.
in composition and so good in curative enects as to warrant
its makers in printing its every ingredient on its outside
wrapper. The one remedy which absolutely contains neither
ulcohul nor injurious or g drugs.
Following letter selected at random from a large number
of similar ones and cited merely to illustrate these remarks :
"In the winter of 190S, I became irreatly run down and Irregrular,"
writes Mrs. Henry Scott, of Swan Creek, Mich., Route 1. Box 49. I
slowly hut surely prew worse, and, at last, resolved to apply to the doc-
tors for help. The doctor said I had inflammation, enlargement and lacer-
ation. I was in bed eleven weeks and got no better. The doctor said I
would have to have an operation, but to that I would not liBten. My hus-
band purchased two bottles of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. When
1 started to take this remedy I could not walk across the floor, but after
I had taken three bottles I could feel myself gaining, bo I dropped the
doctor and took Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. Only for it I think
1 would have been dead 1 really believe it saved ms life. I feci better
The Webster Star Brand Type- -
'
writer Ribbon and the Multi-Copyin-
Carbon Paper are indispensable to
the modern equipped office. If you
have not tried them, place your or--I
der with the New Mexican Printing
Company, and you will know the
i reason why.
Walls tar ipkUmb of nnr dtrldad pt. '& ft C. MERMAN CO., PayjAm.SprivfUa.llut.
lUntlaB talipr , nealv VUSM a art fpoekat Mpa.Saragosa, Texas, have moved here
with their families and will begin de--Mrs. Scott. now than in twenty years."
THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. M. PAGE SEVENFRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1912.
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The rush and roar of deadly
modern life is everywhere.
Your nerves are weak
i .i
Washington and his successors by
fact, such as our weak nation of
but three millions of people, we had
just emerged from under the hand of
a King, a crowned head as vicious as
i. might ha.ve -- een determined, to do
us mischief. Euroie at that time was
governed by crowned heads that
spurned republicans and republican
government. Also we had a surplus
of Aaron Burrs and Benedict Arnolds
that bid the fathers to be cautious. In
saying this I would not be under-
stood as an advocate of third term, but
Tourists Rates to New Mexico.
Temple, Texas, March 9, 1912.
Editor of the New Mexican. Enclo-
sed please find letter from W.
troiuo manager for the Santa
Fe Railroad in answer to my letter to
Mr. Ripley, requesting that excursion
tickets be sold to the various summer
resorts and cities of New Mexico this
summer. I am also enclosing copy of
my letter in reply to same. I think
it about time that the state of New
Mexico were taking some action to
get its share of the summer tourist
ana worn, tney are
overtaxed, strained
to the breaking point.
Strengthen them,
build them, vitalize
them with a
1
business which is now altogether sent 1 1 would have men understand it and
to Colorado and California. the spirit behind it, that gave it exist- -
Mr. W. Goodrich Jones, ence. George Washington and his
President Temple Book Concern, successors down to Roosevelt were
Temple, Texas. j aged men that had worn out the best
Dear Sir: Mr. Ripley, our president, of their lives in the senate or the
has referred to me your letter of Feb: cabinet and many of them were unfit
ruary in, with reference to excursion ' mentally and physically to perform
fares from Texas to New Mexicq the duties of president during their
points. I second term. So it was natural for
Several years ago we established these to desert the idea or effort for
Summer Tourist fares to several a third term. They returned with a
points in New Mexico and went to willingness, similar to that of Ben
considerable expense in the issuance Holliday's wheel horses who hauled
of tariffs, preparing tickets and in Greely and a million others up and
advertising, but without good results, down the Rockies and Sierra Nevada,
as there was practically no tourist for many years. With manifest con-trav-
developed. j tentment these old wheelers basked in
I feel, therefore, that we cannot the sunshine and tall gramma grass
consistently authorize summer tour-- 1 and never were known to kick at
ist fares to the territory in question tbeir competitor the iron horse. With
until such time as traffic will warrant, the men and papers that propose to
EiM&nllsmn
is one of the oldest, purest
and best-know- n of
FOOD -- TONICS.
B tfP" TRADE-MAR-
New York.
New York, X. Y., .March 13. ('all
money, 2 ft prime paper 4H
4 silver. 5s Mexican dollars.
1"; copper, 14.22 2 14.37 (in.
24.42 42.35; lead, $4.n0ffi4.10; am-
algamated, 73 sugar, 121 At-
chison. Hifi Great Northern.
133 Xew York Central, 112
Northern Pacific, 12u Reading,
135 Southern Pacific, 1H
I'nion Pacific. ICS Steel, CO
steel, pfd., 110
St. Louis.
St. Umis, Mo., March 13
firm, 4.0U; spelter strong, 7.00.
Chicago.
Chicago, 111.. March 15. Wheat-M- ay,
101 ; July, 97
Corn May, 70 July, 71 'a
Oats- - May 52 July, 49
Pork May, 10.112
Lard May, 9.37
Ribs May, s.92
NWool.
St. Louis, Mo., March 15. Wool
steady; territory and western medi-
ums lfifils; fine mediums !.",'( 17:
fine 10!y 15.
Chicago.
Chicago March, 15. Cattle receipts
2 OHO. Market slow find steady.
Beeves, $5.i Off; ti.Xll; Texas steers,
$4.0057 .0.011; western steers, $5.0"ff?
7.00; stackers and feeders, $4.10 0.10;
cows and heifers, $2.3O(TiB.05; calves,
$5.75 8.25.
Hogs Receipts, 20.000. Market
dull to 10c higher. Light, $0.70(r; fi.95;
mixed, $.7u? 7.0(1; heavy, $0.70;
(H7.00; rough, $0. 70(0. SO; pigs, $4.70
(y 0.50; bulk of sales, $fi.sy6.93.
Sheep Receipts. 5,000. Market
strong to shade higher. Native, $3.70
0 5.00; western. $4.25 5.00; yearlings
$5. OOf C. 40; Iambs, native, $5. 25 7.50;
western, $5.75 7.G0.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., March 13. Re-
ceipts, GOO, no southerns. Market
steady; Native steers, $fl.00(ff S.40;
southern steers, $5. fifllfi 7.35; southern
cows and heifers, $3.50 ft 5.75; native
cows and heifers, $3.10 7.00; stack-
ers and feeders, $4.25fi.25: bulls.
$4.00 5.50; calves, $4.00S,00; west-
ern cows, $3.50 5.75.
Hogs Receipts, 2.000. Market 5
n. 1 J 111(,1.1 liuilv Ul Stilt , ipil.UlM.U
0S3; heavy, $G.SftC90: packers and,
butchers, $0.G50.90; lights, $G.30
$G.S0; pigs, $5.005.75.
Sheep Receipts, 23,000. Market
10c higher. Muttons, $3.75; $5.50;
lambs, $5.75 7.1 5; fed wethers and
yearlings, $4.50 0.15; fed ewes, $3.00
5.25.
Cotton.
Xew York, March 15. Cotton spot
closed quiet and unchanged. Middling
uplands 10.75; middling gulf 11. Sales
4,725 bales.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
C. J. N. Pecos Forest 03974.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
March 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Garcia, of Rowe, New Mexico, who,
on March 4, 1907, made homestead en-
try No. 10785 (03974), for Lots 1, 2,
Sec. 34, S SE Section 27,
township 1GX., range 13E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make final five-yea- r proof, to
establish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before the register and re-
ceiver, United States land office, at
Santa Fe, Now Mexico, on the 20th
da" of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia, An
dres Ruiz, Justo Ruiz, all of Rowe,
Xew Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tablet
it the local railroads:
"A. T. A e. i Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect 'with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
8:35 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8: B0 p. in. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
P. m.
Passengers f'--r the Belen cut-of- f
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7:20
as heretoror!. Connection leaves Al
buquerque t 7:55 r. m. Instead of
2:20 a. m.
D. & ft. a. Ky.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or norU.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
New exco central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No,
I east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.
READ for PROFIT
Ue for Result
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN-
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.
TONIO IN ACTIO QUICK IN RESULT
Voe sale ti all drigglsu.
MASONI3.
Montezuma Lode.A No. 1. A. F. & A. A1
Regular commun;
cation first MondK."
of each month a;
Masonic - Hall '
7.30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. IJXNEY. Secretary.
Sania Fe Chapter N
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation leconi
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WIIEELON,
H. P
ARTHUR SEUGMAX, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regulaj
conclave fourth Mod
day in each month at
Masonic. H&I) at 7: Si
p. m.
W. II. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe ixidge ;
Petfection No. 1, 14tt
degree. Ancient and Ac .
cepted Scottish Rite o
Free Masonry raee's 01
the third Monday of each montr
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening U
Masonic Hall, touth side of Plata
Visiting Pettish Rite Maions ar cor
dlally invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS. 38
secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Ijdga No
460, B. P. O. E. hold!
Its regular session at
the second and fourtl
Wednesday of eact
month. Visiting broth
ert are invitee anr
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
J. D. SENA, Exalted Rulet
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homester.d No.
2879.
Brotherhood ef
American Yeomer
Meets Secon'"
and Fourth Trn"--
d a y 1, Fireinaa'i
Hall. H. Foremav,
A. E, P. Robinson
Cor. iec. Fred F
Alaria.
Santa Fe Ctm,
13514, M. W. A.
fleets second TueClsl day each month, aocial meeting tlirt
Tuesday at Fire-
man's Hall. Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
U. G. WHITTIEE, C uiuL
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Santa Fe Camp No
6673, R. N. A. meets
first Tuesday of each
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Fire-
man's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE V1CKROY,
Oracle
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259. Holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,
Secretary.
ODD FELLOWS,
Santa Fe Lodge
m No. 2, I. O. O. F.
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at S o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
ers always welcome.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Feb. 8, 1912.
(013817.)
Republication. 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the
Act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854),
as amended by the Act of February
21, 1803 (27 Stats., 470) in support of
his claim 3253, serial 013817, for tract
sees. 21 and 28, and tract 2, in sec.
28, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & B.
viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, N.
M.
Said proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of
fice, Santa Fe, N. M on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names the following wit
nesses to prove his actual, continuous
adverse possession of said land for
twenty years next preceding the sur-
vey of the township, viz.:
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both
oi' Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed, will be given
an opportunity at the above mention
ed time and place to cross-examin- e
he witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub
mitted by the claimant; and especial
notice Is hereby given to Manual Ara-go-
y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
serial 013791, which conflicts with the
land herein described as to .47 of an
acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
oi portunity afforded him at the above
mentioned time and place.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
brings result.
WANTED Experienced Salesladies
.t the White House.
6 Room House with bath. 3'2 Oalis-teoS- t.
Inquire at St. Vincent Sanita-
rium.
FOR RENT Three or six room
house, wiih furniture or not. D. S.
Lowitzlu.
FOR SALE CHEAP Singer sewing
machine in good order. Mary A.
Speako, Hillsiu Ave.
FOR SALE 1 Smith Premier an'l
I Densmore
.'Typewriter. Laughlin
Ml;., Rooms 1 and 2, City.
FOR RENT Palace hotel furnished
and bar connected with 7 months un-
expired license. Possession April 1st.
Joe Vurgolio, Cerrillos, X. M.
WAXThJ) Farmer !o take ranch
on shares or rent. Good proposition
to right party. Box 422, Santa Fe,
X. M.
.WANTED Position in dry goods de-
partment or general mdse. store, o
years experience, best of references.
Address C, New Mexican.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-
ing all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
Oliver Visible Typewriter
For sale cheap. Perfect condi-
tion and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART,
TYPEWR! FERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and aup'
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
a" rented. Standard makes handled.
AH repair work and typewrite.- - guar,
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter E
change. Phone 23i.
AGENTS Triple- - W'ar Hosiery
The best paying proposition ever
guaranteed for six months.
Write for special offer C pair FREE.
Everybody buys. Beautiful line.
Credit given. Write for exclusive
territory. Triple-Wea- r Hosiery Mills,
Franklin and Girard Avenue, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Mention in answering
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8, 1912.
Republication 12, 1911.
(013791.)
Notice is hereby given that the fol-
lowing named claimant has filed no-
tice of his intention to make final
proof under the Act of March 3, 1891,
sees. 16 and 17, (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the Act of February 21,
1893, (27 Stats., 470), in support of
his claim 1303, serial 013791, for
145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 28,
of T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M., viz.:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N.
M.
Said proof will be made before Reg
ister or Receiver at U. S. land office,
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses, the
following, to prove his actual, continu-
ous adverse possession of said tract
for twenty years, next preceding the
survey of the township, viz.:
J. J. Salazar, Felis Montano, both of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person desiring to protest the
allowance of said proof, or who knows
of any substantial reason under the
laws and regulations of the Interior
Department why such proof should not
be allowed, will be given an opportun
ity at the above-mentione- d time and
place to cross-examin- e the witnesses
of said claimant, and to offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted by claim-
ant:
And especial notice is hereby given
to Donaciano Lucero, whose small
holding claim conflicts with the land
herein described as to lot 2 of his
claim 3253, 013791, containing .47
acres, that he will be given an oppor-'unit- y
at the above-mentione-d time
and place to protest or offer evidence
ir. rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant in final proof.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior
United Stater Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the follo-
wing-named claimant has filed no-
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act ef February 21,
1893 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be ir.ade before The Regis-
ter and Receiver at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on April 16, 1912, viz: Damian
Montoya, for the tract lying in section
3, T. 17 N., R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad-
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur-
vey of the township, viz: Rafael Mon-toy-
Bernardo Romero, Francisco
Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa
Fe, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will b
given an opportunity at the above-mentione- d
time and place to cross-ei- -
amine the witnesses of said claimauc,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal jt
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
way in which sin on the part of men To
may have free course in apparent safe-
ty. But in this discussion you have
also assumed as a matter of necessity
and as something that you have a per
fect right to do, the sacrifice to a liv-
ing death and an eternal hell of my
daughter, .or what is the same, of
somebody's daughter, for the gratifi-
cation of the sinful lust and passion
of your son. You argue that, if there
were no houses of prostitution, then
no one's daughter would be safe on
the street and so you would sacrifice
with legal ceremonies some of the
daughters that the others may oe i
safe. If you mean that our daugh
ters would be in danger of unbridled X
assault from all men from your sons
then you present such a degraded
view of the human race as to make
its annihilation the heart prayer of aii
good men and women.
"If you do not consider the sinful
indulgence of his passions a great
crime on the part of man, but a phy- -
sicai necessity, ana tnereiore main-,-
tain the views you have expressed, as
to me Dest memous oi meeting mat ta
necessity witn the greatest safety
then I meet your argument with these
two words, 'Whose daughter?' If you
deliberately assert that your son in
his coming to manhood can not re- -
strain himself, but that somebody's
daughter will be swept away to
perdition, as thousands upon thou-- :
sands of daughters have been swept.
But gentlemen," he said, rising to his x
feet and looking each one of them in
the eye, "I have a dear, loving, beau- -
tiful daughter, and if I knew that one
oi you were purposing in nis neart to
sacrifice her for the gratification of
the passions of your son, 1 would bury
you and your son in the dishonored
grave you would deserve, calling up--;
on God to help me to do my righteous
duty in preserving my loved daughter
from hellish lust and damnation.
"But, if you say that of course you
had no thought of sacrificing my
daughter, then I ask, 'Whose daugh
ter? For if I would put forth my life
without question or hesitation to de--,
fend the honor of my daughter, would
it be possible for me to agree in cold at
blood to a system that is based upon
the sacrifice of some other man's
daughter? My one answer to all your
arguments is, 'Whose daughter?' I do
not admit your assumption that the
existence of the social evil is a neces-- '
sity, for the word of God reveals the j
high ideal of a pure manhood that
shall make the 'white life for two' the
shining of the Divine Presence in the
eartn nome, ana make its pure love
and unalloyed happiness a crown of j
glory upon the chaste life. No sin is
a necessity, for into the life may be
received the Divine Presence and help
by which we overcome all sin. As the
father looks into the sweet, trusting
face of his little girl, the mere state-- j
ment of such propositions as you have
advanced make the hot blood rush in -
to his veins, and a true fatherhood
stands ever ready to smite to the
earth and to death the one that would
offer the sweet girt life on the altar j
of lust on the false plea of necessity.
FOR BALDNESS
This Treatment Costs Nothing If it
Fails.
We want you to try three large bot-
tles of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic on our
per onal guarantee that we will re-
fund your money for the mere asking
if it does not give you absolute satis
ALU DRUGGISTS
all comes the question, that should
place every one on the side of purity
forever Whose daughter shall be
sacrificed? Whose daughter destroy-
ed forever?" V. A. Lewis.
JUAREZ RACING
ENTRIES FOR TOMORROW.
Juarez, Mexico, .March 13, 3912.
First race, selling, one mile. Nada
Mas, 90; X Heart's Reiier, loll; Chess,
Dotti H., 104; Portalington, 100; fly-
ing Pearl, Lonia, Zahra, 108; Sigurd,
Spalding. 109; Cameo, The Pe?r, Rubi- -
.
non, no; urcentmuiie, i raveiier, liu.
Second race, selling, five furlongs.
Bob Lynch 100 ; Heretic, Rompie,
102; Keep Moving, lu:',; Nymbus, The
Bailiff's Daughter, ?ort Johnson,
Charles Green, 105; Velsini, 107;
Clint T.icKer, Pedro, Lay Minster, Re-
gards, 110; Kiddy Lee, Dave Mont-
gomery, 113.
Third race, selling, five and one- -
half furlongs. Frazzle, Evelina, 92;
DeCesarion, 94; X Chanticlor, 103;
Marsand 104- y0 Soi0i 106; Rober
Sajnest. Jeanne D'arc, 10S; Hannis,
Doc A1Ien Jolm H sheean, Waner
no. Lndy stalwart, 111; Faneuil Hall,
Folll.th racej nandicap six furlongs.
Dr Dougherty, 92; Tourist 95; This- -
the Belle, 103; Kootenay, 106; Jim Ba- -
seVj los. Pride of Lismore, 120.
Fifth race) ,olling fjve furlongs.
Royal Uolly Rutn E ther Ro&e Swet
Camarada, 102; Isom, Mandadero,
m.. Secret Fre Will Mary Emily,
Raquette, Error, Millo,' Wild Bear!
107. Calcthumpian, 109; Dromi 112.
Sixth race, selling, one mile. X King
Elk, 99; John Louis, 105; J. H. Reed,
108; Black Mate, L. M. Eckert, 110;
Ocean Queen, 112.
X Apprentice allowance.
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 8, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that an elec-
tion will be held in the City of Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, April 2,
1912, between the hours of 9 o'clock
A. M., and 6 o'clock P. M., of said day,
the following voting places:
First Ward At the house of Victor
Grcia.
Second Ward At the office of
Justice of the Peace.
Third Ward At the Hall of Fred
Lopez.
Fourth Ward At the house of Ju
lianita Chaves.
At which election the following of--
Scials are to be elected, One
Mayor, for a term of two years; one
City clerk, for the term of two
years; one C'ty Treasurer, for a term
of two years; one Councilman from
each ward, for the term of four years;
one Councilman from the Third Ward
for the term of two years; and one
member of the Board of Education
from each ward for a term of four
years.
The judges of registration for the
registration of voters for said election
are as follows:
First Ward Luis M. Moya, Jose,
Samoza, Luis Lujan.
Second Ward Luis Aland, Jose Ta-pi-
Lorenzo Gutierrez.
Third Ward Alberto Garcia, J. S.
Garcia, Alfredo Delgado.
Fourth Ward H. McGibbon, Ma-
nuel B. Salazar, D. C. Allard.
The judges and clerks of said elec-
tion are as follows:
First Ward: Judges Seferino Ala-ri-
Manuel Baca y Campos, Juan Del-
gado. Clerks: Juan Ortega, Valentin
val. Clerks: J. S. Garcia, Ed. Tafoya.
Fourth Ward: Judges Remigio
j by law.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Mayor.
Attest:
T. P. DELGADO,
City Clerk.
injure Roosevelt with the third term
precedent, they will reason that the
man who untied
.is neighbor's horse
and rode out of sight in haste, was not
a thief, when the fact of his taking the
horse was to save the life of a dying
wife, no palliation of the alleged
crime would be admitted. The man
in Texas who picked three bales of
cotton for himself and as the field
failed to yield any more, told his land-
lord he must go without any thing
as custom was to rent for the fourth.
If a man in Alaska was to slip and
fall because of a banana pealing, they
would reason that a great crop was
raised there the previous year. It is
no use to talk of time and place, par-tin- !
elimination or per'uation to
such individuals; their greatest de-
light is to bid Shylocks cut dextrously
and deep in taking his pound of flesh,
and then recommended that he take
a last look at his , expiring victim,
and advise the cutting of another
slice as a healthy precedent. It has
been believed for a long time that
wisdom is justified of her children. If
so, Roosevelt is what many people
claim and proclaim one of the greatest
men of the age. The greatest
evidence in substantiation of this be-
lief and assertion may be obtained
by going to the very spot where he
was born and reared. According to an
old story, if you want to know all
about a man, investigate him about
where he lives. We find him at home
a faithful, loving husband, father and
neighbor. This man was born and
raised, I may say in sight of his
greatest friends today, and if Roose
velt was capable of committing half
or any part of the iniquity apprehend-
ed by the jealous admirers of pre
cedent, they would have cried out long
ago against him. Not only at home
is he great and loved, but that mag
netic touch has ueen felt abroad. The
cowboys, the brave rough rider sol
diers, the grangers of western Colo
rado and Arizona, all with one accord
consider it a duty to praise his ster
ling worth, his immaculate character,
and God-lik- e virtue. So ye men and
papers who would down such a man
with trivial precedents and manufact
ured calumny beware of what you do
or propose to do.
JAMES A. CRANK.
Whose Daughter?
In reply to last evening's communi
cation: t
A party of men had been thrown
together in the fellowship of several
days' travel, and after talking of many
other subjects began to discuss the so.
cial evil. They laid down as the foun-
dation principle the necessity of the
evil arising from the physical nature
of man, and claimed that if opportuni-
ty were not afforded men in houses of
e for the gratification of their
passions, there would be no safety for
our daughters, as lust and rape would,
as demons, ravage the land. They
therefore assumed that the only points
to be considered in such a discussion
were the questions of so regulating
the evil that it should be confined to
one quarter of the city and be pre
vented from thrusting its degrading
iJicociiuB auu muuence among our
homes, and that by efficient, medical
supervision and periodic examination
auu ana license, men
should be protected in the indulgence
or weir passions and sin. Some of
the party quoted from their observa
uon ana experience In the cities of
the Old World; continental cities that
as they claimed had grown wise in ex-
perience with the evil. They eulogiz-
ed the licensed quarters of those
cities as being so safe under the po-
lice surveilance that a man could en-
ter and lodge in those places of sin
as free from danger of violence or rob-
bery as in the most fashionable hotels,
and further, that as the result of the
medical inspection and certificate, he
would be equally assured of freedom
from any danger of disease, as the re.
suit of his indulgence. These men
grew eloquent in their eulogies of the
system as It exists in the Old World
and as eloquent In,their denunciations
of d puritanical restraint and
prohibitory efforts. Then turning to
the only one of their party who had
not taken any part in the discussion,
they asked for his opinion. "Having
assumed," he replied, "the necessityfor the existence of the social evil,
you have most assuredly presented a
Sc far as I can find, there is very
little of it at present.
Yours truly,
W. J. BLACK,
Passenger Traffic Manager.
March 9th, 1912.
Temple, Texas.
Mr. W. J. Black, P. T. M.,
Chicago, 111.
Dear Sir:
Your favor March 6th to hand. No
doubt eight or ten years ago when you
put on the summer tourist fares to
New Mexico it did not prove success- - j
ful. j
I have no doubt that your first ef-- 1
forts in the excursion business to Co- - i
lorado proved unprofitable, and you
have made it successful by sticking to
it, and spending enormous sums in
advertising.
I d,o not know of any business, mer-
cantile, railroad, or professional
where profits hang like ripe cherries
on. trees. You must first plant and
cultivate before you can expect a har-
vest.
I do not think that your one expe-
riment ten or more years ago proves
anything as regards the present con-
ditions prevailing in New Mexico.
You have built an extensive cut-of- f
through the western part of Texas
into New Mexico, and there are thou-
sands of people in Texas who would
visit New Mexico if the business were
worked up and special rates given,
such as are allotted to Colorado. New
Mexico has more and finer summer re-
sorts than Colorado, and if the hotel
facilities are not there, they will
come as soon as the business is
brought to the state.
I think you are unjustly discriminat-
ing against New Mexico, which is a
shorter haul for us than to Colorado.
For me to visit Santa Fe on an ex-
cursion ticket I am obliged to buy an
excursion ticket to California at a
cos of sixty dollars. On the other
hand I can buy a ticket from here to
Denver for about $35.00. My party of
five are going to spend the summer in
New Mexico notwithstanding the pe-
nalty we will have to pay in order
to get there. I sincerely hope your
Company will reconsider this matter
In time for this summer's travel.
W. GOODRICH JONES.
Crank Defends Roosevelt.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 14, 1912.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
I cannot refrain from asserting my
opinion again that Roosevelt is en-
tirely innocent of trespassing upon
the precedent laid down by Washing-
ton and others, down to Roosevelt.
Precedent of third term in compliance
with all it demanded in the strictest
sense, meant to give way at the legal
time and place at the expiration of
second term. In this sense, I am
strictly against third term and so are
most of the people. However, we
should not lose sight of the fact that
all worthy law and precedent is sub-
ject to time and place for its creation,
propagation or partial elimination.
Clergyman's Son
Cured of Tuberculosis
Consumption Is a ttotteriug disease and
the sufferer is filled with bright hopes of
improvement. Cull it liy its owu dread
name mid then take Eckman's Altera-
tive, because it is effective in Tuber-
culosis. No one need doubt about it-t-here
is plenty of evidence from live wit-
nessed. Investigate the following:
Ameuia. N. Y.
"Gentlemen: Prior to Feb., W08, I waslocated in Kochester, N. 1'.. suffering
with LaGrlppe, which developed intoTuberculosis. My physician gave me oue
mouth to live. 1 was having terrible
night sweats and mid-da- chills and los-
ing flesh rapidly, having gone from 155
to 1S5 lbs. I coughed and raised contin-
ually and became so weak that walking
a few feet exhausted me. On my return
home, my regular physician gave me lit-tle encouragement. My father, who is a
clergyman, beard of Eckman's Altera-
tive and induced me to take it. The
night sweats and chills disappeared, my
cough became easier and gradually di-
minished and In a few days I developed
an appetite, the first in months. I am
now in perfect health, back to 155 lbs.I feel certain that I owe my life to Eck-
man's Alterative."
(Signed) B. H. COWLES,
''Gentlemen: I cannot And words to
express my appreciation of what your
remedy has done for my son. It changed
despair into hope within two weeks af-ter he begau taking it, and without anydonbt in my mind, it saved bis life.
"I wish to add my endorsement to
every word of his testimonial."
(8lgned) REV. J. J. COWLES.
Pastor Presbyterian Church.Eckman's Alterative Is effective in Bron-
chitis, Asthma, Hay Fever: Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in nphuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or g drugs. Ask for booklet
of cored' cases and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evi-dence. For sale by all leading druggists and
V Zook's Pharmacy, Santa I--
faction. That's proof of our faith in j Rivera.
this remedy, and it should indisputab-- j Second Ward: Julian Grace, Jose
ly demonstrate that we know what we Dominguez, Manuel Ortiz y Rodri-ar- e
talking about when we say that Euez. Clerks: Benito Alarid, Felipe
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will grow hair Quintana.
except where balances has been of Third Ward: Judges Jose Ma. Gar-suc- h
long duration that the roots of eta, Ambrosio Ortiz, Genovevo Sando- -
the hair are entirely dead.
We are basing our statements upon
what has already been accomplished Mondragon, Francisco TruJUlo, Dr. C.
by the use of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic. O. Harrison. Clerks: Jose Mondra-W- e
'
believe that what it has done for gon, Pedro Ortiz,
thousands of others it will do for you. J The returns of said election and the
In any event you cannot lose anything canvass thereof shall be as provided
by giving it a trial on our liberal guar- -
antee. Two sizes 50c and $1.00. Re-
member, you can obtain Rexall Reme-
dies in this community only at our
store The Rexall Store. The Fischer
Drug Co., 232 San Francisco Street.
1
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Get a nice leg of lamb at the Plaza
Market.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six tables pays well. Must be
year. Mrs. Piersol was a daughter of carrying a concealed weapon. Toribio
J Roibal, formerly of this city and a Garcia and Francisco Lente were giv-sist-
of Mrs. Quintana and of Pedro! en a year In the penitentiary for cat- -'
Roibal of .this city, the latter working tie stealing. Garcia's sentence was
for S. Spitz. Mrs. Piersol is survived suspended. In the case of Jose Ra-b-v
her husband and four children. I mirez, charged with drawing a deadly
The O. K. and Bank Barber Shops weapon, the jury could not agree. Ths
will keep open until 8 o'clock every murder trial of Toribio Griego and
evening while the legislature is in ses-- j Leonidas M. Griego went over for the
Isold at once Price $1500. O. C. Wat
sion. ! term.
son Co.
You will be interested in the adver-
tisement of the Plaza Market Co., for
there is more truth than poetry in it.
See page 8.
Some Choice Vacant Lots, splendid
investments, good residence locality,
buy now, price will be much higher in
thirty days. J. W. Mayes, Room 24,
Laughlin Bldg. Phone 194.
Will Receive Tax Assessments.
Deputy County Assessor Triuidad Ala-ri-
announces that ne is now ready
to receive tax assessments at his of-
fice in the county court house.
We have just unloaded another car,
and for
A LIMITED TIME,
to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST OF ALL
FLOURS, we are going to make a special price of
$1.65 per Sack.
SAVE THE COUPONS AND get a 46"Piece Dinner Set f Fine China
like the one in our show window, or some of the
SEE! This fine Dinner
MesiNa Park Ranch Robbed The
Mesilla Park ranch of L. M. McCrum-men- ,
was robbed of $200 worth of ar-
ticles. Two men were arrested and
are now in Las Cruces jail Ail the
stolen articles except an overcoat and
a pistol were recovered.
Three Santa Fe Cars Burned Up
Three Santa Fe bunk cars went up in
Frisco River Is High The Frisco,
in Socorro county has rison seven feet
rerause of the downpour of rain the
post few djl. .. .'"!Soldier Kills mmsevii corporal
Floyd Ross, aged 26 years, killed him-
self at Fort Bliss near El Paso.
Jaramillo Drowned in Rio Grande
Jesus Jaramillo, eged 35 years, was
drowned in the Rio Grande at El
Paso.
Dope Fiend Dead in Bar Room J.
Gibbs aged 21 years, wno was addict- -
Set for 5 Coupons from
I flames and smoke at San Marcial.AND Bound Over for Destroying FenceEMPRESS Flour $3.90CASH " County Clerks and Treasurers Meet Bruce patchett was bound over to dis-
The county clerks and county treas- - trict court at las Cruces in $300 bond
urers of the state will meet herefor destroying a fence o Morris ied to narcotics, died in the Sixty-Si-
j Bar adjunct at El Paso.March 25. They will discuss matters , Freudenthal.
We will refund your money ifpremiums in Rogers & Sons' Silverware,
not entirely satisfactory.
REGULAR RUTAIL VALUB, StS.OO
We Traretaased severs! carloads of this beautiful dinner-war- and oar
taree purcuae? ernhled the manufacturer to give us au exclusive desiffa
and a very low urice. Wo ure charging part of the cost to "advertising
expense," and oniy ask you to iav a percentage of the actual coat of,thejet. H is of a heauuful "Com.ts" itetgn and cannot be duplicated in
quality for iss than $14 in an? reiad chia.i store. It is guaranteed by botb
Che nianuiacturer and ourselves.
Taere Is a coupon in every sack of LARA BEE'S Flour. Send, us five
snapona ami 3.M in cash, drair, postal or express money order, and ve williend you one of tnese beautiful aets by freight. Address coupons and re
mittance to The rhina Department ot the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Hutchinson, Kansus. Be sure to writ ynur name and address plainly.The coupons in LARA BS'ti Flour are also good for Rogers Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular. 9
EMPRESS, vou know, is that "Miqhty-Good- " GER
Resume Work on Railroad A sur-
veying corps is again in the field' on
the railroad between Artesia and
Hope, Eddy county, and Colonel R. D.
Yoakum while at Artesia this week,
declared trains would be running over
of general interest to county officers.
Nice packing house lamb and mut-
ton at the Piaza Market
Our Benzoin, Witch Hazel and Al-
mond Cream is fine for chapped or
rough hands, elegant for softening
face and skin. Zook's.
MILLS FILES CAMPAIGN
j EXPENSE STATEMENT.
Washington, . C, March 16. W. J.
Mills, candidate for United States sen-- I
ator from New Mexico, has filed hisPhone No. 4. F.fANDREWS. Phone No. 4. campaign expenses with the clerk otpartially .de-- iFire at Roswell-F- i're the Senate. . He states that he re
stroyed the Fitzgerald residence at
Patent Recorded A patent for 160
acres of land near Stanley from the
United States of America to Ray D.
MAN-MILLE- D Flour that makes Baking a uengni. ceived from Hallett jurton Falds $500,Roswell. i
or and $100 irom W. H. Gordley. HeChinaman Held Up Tung SunKnox, was this morning recorded in
Sleeuv" a Chinaman at Roswell, was says he paid to the Republican cen- -the office of M. A. Ortiz, county clerkWhy are B and P the most import
ant letters of the alphabet? Elegantly Furnished Rooms for RentRooms elegantly furnished and
all modern conveniences,
electric light, steam heat andSkSX;xxiSXS;s ba,hs. jn the First National Bank
held up by three burglars. tral committee $500, and $200 to the
Refused Marriage License Because committee of San Miguel county. Fif-o- f
her youth and not having the con- - ty dollars to the committee of precinct
sent of her mother, Miss Ruby Atkins 2a in the same county, was also paid.
daughter of M. S. Atkins was refused
a marriage license at Roswell. John RESULT OF FIRST
'
-
B. Bynum, aged 18, was the intended! JUAREZ RACE TODAY.
groom. I
Murderer Convicted Twenty-thre- e (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
convictions were secured in district Juarez, Mex., March 15. Weather
court at Los Lunas by District Attor- - clear, track fast. First race, four fur-ne- y
W. E. Griffith before Judge M. C. longs. Miller 115, (Keogh), 1 to 2,
WEATHER FORECAST. N
'building. Apply to F. M. Jones. ,V Denver, Colo., March 15. Ji Santa Fe Employes' Magazine TnS Colorado and New Mexico, to- - forganta Fe Employes. Magazine
night and Saturday fair; war- - X March jugt to handj s brezy Much
mer in east portions. X space is given to California
tions. A striking picture taken in
a Be D e
F G H I Jl
KLM NO!
PQ R ST
U V WX Y
S. SPITZ,
THE JEWFLER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
Watches
and
Clocks.
"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."
the Apache canon, near Santa Fe, is
one of the illustrations. Mechem, one murder being included in first. Vested Rights 108, (Rosen) 5 tothe cases. Pablo Vallejos was sen- - 1, second. Palatable 111, (Gross) 3 to
fenced .to one year in the penitentiary 1, third. Time :47. Bula Welsh, Hu-fo- r
cattle stealing. J. Monico Aranda ber, Dad Stearnes and Mother Kat-wa- s
fined $50 and costs for unlawfully cham ran.
X The New Mexican is willing X
to publish free of charge X
X church and church society no- - X
X tices, but it must insist that X
z
Home made sausage that is season--1
eci just right at the Plaza Market.
Fair and Warmer That is the pre-- :
cipitation of the Weather Bureau for
tonight and tomorrow. Yesterday, the
.maximum shade temperature was 36
3as
HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run withoutA oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machin-
ery but it needs both occasion-
ally. t
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
btice a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch,
Leave your watch with us y.
have beefBecause you couldn't
Pork without them! degrees and the maximum sun
erature 61 degrees. The minimum last
X they be sent to the office writ- - X
X ten out legibly. Giving items X
X of that kinds over the tele- - X
X inevitably leads to mis-- X
X takes for which the New Mexi- - X
X can does not care to be respon-- X
night was 26 degrees.
Ride in E. M. F. car and be sure toWe Carry a Complete Line of
get back.X sible. X
Health, Cleanliness, Home
Comfort
To promote these conditions in the home, one of the first require-
ments is a strictly modern and bathroom one in which depend
fcXXXXXXXSXXXXXX
Call No. 9 for auto livery,
DAVID S. LOW1TZKI,li able fixtures are installedand in which perfect sani-
tation is assured.
Story Telling Hour 1 lie young
folks are invited to attend the story
telling hour tomorrow afternoon at the
Public Library. A taste for good litr
erature and knowledge of folk lore
is there inculcated in a most enter-
taining way that the youngsters en-
joy immensely.
You can get a fine roast out of the
best packing house meats at the Plaza
8IH Shir i
BEEF AND PORK
Especially Designed For
Knife and Fork!
YOU WILL BE PLEASED WITH THE
MEATS WE SELL YOU,
IF IT WERE NOT SO,
We Would Not Tell You!
Dealer in New and Second Hand
FURNITURE,
QUEENSWARE,
The Acme Harrow, Clod Crusher,!
Pulverizer and Leveler at GOEBELS. j
Fresh vegetables at the Plaza Mar-- 1
ket. ;
Junior Auxiliary The Junior Aux-- 1
iliary will meet with Mrs. Kaune Sat-- ;
urday afternoon at 2:30. ;
FOR SALE Strictly fresh eggs 35c, j
per dozen at 367 San Francisco St. j
Registration. Ricardo Alarid's of
fice will be open at 10 o'clock Satur--j
dav mornine for reaistration. i
rr
Before deciding on
your plumbing equipment,
let us explain the merits
of "(Stand artf' Plumbing
Fixtures and quote you
prices.- - We employ only
the best mechanics and
guarantee both fixtures
and workmanship.
Market.. ',;
Several Dinner Parties-Sevef- al
dinner parties have een arranged for
the delectable feast that will be spread
in the assembly room at the Public
3
O
C
H
O
70
m
2
For Sale-F- ine mahogany piano. Library next Tuesday aiternoon. The
CARPETS,
HARDWARE,
Stoves, Ranges, Etc. 'Standard" Modem Bathroom
bargain and on easy payments. Call at! menu wiu De an appetizing one; there
12S Galisteo street. . . will be good service, good music and
Boy Scout Meeting Tonight This' gcod company,
evening at 7:30 o'clock; the Bov Scouts i One Taste of Johnston's Candy isPlaza Market Co. Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.. i ' ,rl it -- .I .:n i r 1 t,.?T1 tin-tu- m n tolru!Phone 92. Mill Illtiei. Ijcui VUIIIO nuwaiu vvuij au fiUUU 1L Will lllllJI. juu w l""give the first lesson in boxing. i more. Zook's.Highest Cash Price for Second Hand GoodsNew and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments.
PHONE 59 BLACK. SANTA FE, N. M
We Lead others follow. Look for Death of Mrs. Pierso I Mrs. J. M.I CD
always 1 another leader shortly at Zook's Phar Piersoll of Hatch, Dona Ana county,
died yesterday in her twenty-eight- h
New Mexican want
brings results ' 1macy.
RE THEY RAMBLING THROUGH YOUR MIND ? We'll wager the are ! Let usA
suggest that you spend a few moments looking at our SPRING. STYLES. You
may come to us with entire confidence in the matter of clothes. We want to be of ser
vice to you in the matter. We are not so anxious to sell you something
as we are to have something io please you. Our effort is to have the
right goods. There's nothing for us to gain by having anything else.
Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
look right to us. We wouldn't try to sell them to you if we didn't think
so. It's no trouble to guarantee your complete satisfaction with such
goods, and no risk. We know they're right; you'll find them so style,
quality tailoring, fit all right.
AND UPSUITS OVERCOATS22.50 mm $1 6.50
' '"
"
Cooyriht nuti Schatfner & Marx
B
NATHAHStore is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx ClothesThis
